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Abstract
After a general introduction to the fundamentals of

superconductivity/the concept of the critical state is intro-
auced ana its app~ication to alternating fiela conditions
discussed. A comprehensive review of the aocomeasurements in
the literature and the relevance to the predictions of the
theories is then given. Details of the comprehensive experimental
facilities constructed are described, including the development
of a sophisticated technique for the measurement of aGc.losses.
The equipment is essentially a sensitive wattmeter, with a small
analogue computer used to operate on the voltages, from pickup-
coils wound directly on the samples.

The experiments reported start with work undertaken to
investigate the dissipation in applied fields, below the critical
fieldG The part played by surface irregularities is explored
and the gener~l field dependence of the losses explained on a
simple modelo A large section is then devoted to the response
of type II superconductors to large fields. Results are given
on high-K materials and on both reversible and hysteretic niobium
sampleso The predictions of the critical state model are found
to hold, if suitable modifications are made to account for the
field region below Rcl and the surface currents. In particular,
the applied field Hm can be replaced by (Hm - .6.H!2),where AH
is the overall shielding effect of the surface currents. The
value of these currents has been determined from the pickup-
coil voltage waveforms and the interpretation of these waveshapes
has also been advanced to determine the critical current density.



A decrease in the surface currents, with roughening of
the sample surface, is described, and their variation with
bulk properties discussed. A correlation between the critical
current density and the surface currents has been discovered)
and examined on the basis of "surface barrier" pinning.
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1000 Introduction
The dreams of the Leiden scientists, over a half a

century ago, have still yet to be completely fulfilled.
The discovery of superconductivity and its resistanceless
state led to immediate speculation of massive, lossless
currents being employed in engineering devices and producing

.0agnetic fieldso These hopes were soon shattered by
the discovery that the magnetic fields which would quench
superconductivity, the critical fields, were only a few
hundred Oersteds for the materials then known. Even when
Niobium was found to have a critical field of several kilo-
Oersteds~ interest in possible applications was not revived.
Then. in 1961, Kunzler's team at the Bell Telephone
Laboratories discovered the intermetallic compound Nb3Sn
which is now known to be superconducting in fields in
e1 ~~s of 200 k.Oeo, at 402oKo With these advances has
come the development of both small, high-field and large
scale superconducting magr.ets, in some cases giving 140 k.Oe,
and they are now finding applic~tion in nuclear physics,
doco machinery and many laboratol J experiments.

Superconducting devices carrying steady currents are
nov! firmly established in technology, but alternating
current devices, on the other hand, have hardly left the
physicists' D8ncho The delay in applying these attractive
materials to power cables, generators, motors and trans-
formers, with all the power and weight saving this would
offer, has been due to the small but serious power
dissipation in the superconductor, under alternating
conditions. This "a.c. lossllhas been the object of much
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research during the last five years, some of ~hich is
reported here, and at the time of writing much serious
thought is being devoted to possible a.c. devices.

The author first became interested in the subject in
the laboratories of British Insulated Callendar's Cables,
London, where an a.c. cable was being actively considered.
Since transferring to the University of Warwick, his
research activities have broadened, but a close link has
been maintained with the need for information relevant to
technologYG New techniques of measurement have been
developed, a wide range of experimental work completed and
some fundamental thinking devoted to a.c. superconductivity
in general.

For this thesis some elements of the theory of super-
conductiVity, relevant to the understanding of the a.c.
pronerties, are reviewed and the experimental techniques
that have been used are described. The experimental results
are displayed and genera~ conclusions regarding the results,
possible applications and future work are elaborated.
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2000 General properties of superconductors
To help in the understanding of the topics discussed

in the latter part of this thesis we first include an
introduction to the basic properties of superconductors.
This is, of necessity, fairly concise and for a more
detailed study we refer to the books by LyntonCl) and de
Gennes(2) and the review articles by Livingston\ and
Schadler, (3) Dew Hughes, (4) Catterall(5) and others. (6-12)

We shall then introduce the concept of the critical
state and discuss the experiments in the literature which
attempt to account for the a.co behaviour of superconductors
in terms of this model. Finally the aims of the present
work will be outlined.

2.10 Fundamentals of superconductivity
Two basic properties characterise superconductors,

perfect conductivity and the exclusion\ of magnetic fields.
It was this first property that led to the identification
of this fascinating class of materials by Kammerlingh
Onnes(13) when he did his first exp~riments and concluded
the resistancE; of hismercury samples had "practically
vanished" at 4.2oKo Various exhaustive measurements have
since been made to determine whether the resistance
completely disappears or just falls to a very low level.
The present upper limit has been set at 10-23 Ohm-cm. by
Quinn.(14)

V\-I
The superconductive state is, of course, a phenomena

of very low temperatures and, although some two dozen
elements as well as over a thousand alloys and intermetallic
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compounds together with a few semi~onductors are known to
exhibit superconducting behaviour, the maximum critical
temperature is only about 20oK. (The critical temperature
Tc is the temperature below which a material is super-
conductingo It is a characteristic of a particular
material, although it is somewhat sensitive to structural
defects, impurities, etco)

The metallic elements known to be superconducting
include several common metals such as lead, aluminium and
mercury, but notably absent from this group are the noble
metals copper, gold, silver and platinum, and the ferro-
magnetics iron, cobalt and nickel. It is possible that
these elements are superconducting at temperatures below
those at which the materials have been hitherto examined,
but it is likely that the electron-phonon interaction,
which is basic to superconductivity, is too weak in them.
Among the elements, Niobium has by far the highest critical

otemperature, 9.2 K, anQ for this and other reasons to be
discussed later, this metal has been the subject of many
experiments from the point of vi-cl>]of possible applications.

Roberts (15) nas listed many superconducting alloys "
and compounds, some of the most important of which are
included in Table 2.1, together with their critical tem-
peratures and upper critical fields (to which we shall refer
later)o Of these the Niobium alloys. Nb-Ti and Nb-zr and
the compound Nb3Sn are commonly used commercially for
winding superconducting magnets. The search for higher
critical temperatures has led into three phase systems and
a Nb-AI-Ge alloy (16) has the highest known value to date
with Tc=20.0 5~.
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Critical Upper Critical
Material Temperature Field (4.20K)T oK HC2(k.Oe.)c
Nb3 Al 17.1 245)
Nb3 Sn 18.2 225) Ref.2lV3 Si 16.9 220)
V3 Ga 14.5 196)
Nb25%Zr 10.8 80
Nb33%Ti 9.3 135

~able 2010 Critical Temperatures and Upper Critical Fields
(at 4020K) for some high field superconductorso

The response of an ideal superconductor to an applied
magnetic field H is the second of its characteristic
features and distinguishes it from a material having only
perfect conductivity. Meissner and Ochsenfeld (17) found
that, in addition to excluding a magnetic field applied after
cooling below Tc, as indeed a perfect conductor would do,
a superconductor will also expel the fl~i.~ if this is
applied first and the material then is cooled through Tc.
This is the so-called Meissner effect and is true only for
magnetic fields below Cc' certain threshold value, known as
the critica 1 fieldo For an ideal "sof't " superconductor
this is the thermodynamic crit Ic.i I field Hc and it varies
with temperature T according to the approximate relation;

Bc(T) = H6(0) ~-('r/Tc)2J
where Hc(O) is the value of Hc at T = o.
If the concepts of reduced temperature t = T/~ and reduced
critical field het) = ~ are introducedJthis last

H;[5)
equation becomes

het) = (1-t2) (2.1)



The exclusion and expulsion of magnetic flux is a
diamagnetic feature as the average magnetic induction

B = li + 411"'!!! = 0,

where m is the magnetisation per unit volume of a sample, ,\1

and thus the susceptibility
K = M/H = .= l/41T

In fact the diamagnetism is not perfect as the magnetic
field does not change discontinuously at the specimen surface
but falls off over a thin surface layes as we shall see
Lat.e r, The field gradients in this "penetration depth" are
equivalent to circulating currents having a distribution

I

unique to a given specimen shapeo These supercurrents are
stable and the reversibility of the superconducting-to-
normal transition has enabled Gorter (18) and others to
apply thermodynamics to the problem~ Keesom(l9) had ShOW;~
that the transition was of the second order with a jump in
the specific heat at Tc, but with no discontinuity in the
latent heat, in zero fieldo Gorter and Casimir(20) developed
a complete model on thermodynamic arguments, on the following
lineso

If gs(H) is the Gibbs free energy per unit volume of the
superconducting phase, in an applied field H,

gs(H) = gs (0) - J!!h dH

so
!!! = l/41f !L
gsGl) = gs(O)

diamagnetic
_H~-=r,-
+ H2/81T

However, for a perfect

or at the transition, where H = H~ and the free energy of
the normal state gn(Hc) = gs(Hc),

gn(Hc) ~ gs(O) = Hc2/8~
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From equation 202 it is apparent that the superconducting
state is of lower energy, sometimes called the condensed
stateo Gorter and Casimir(22) also derived a reasonable
fit to the experimental specific heat data with their two
fluid modelo They assumed that a fraction W of the
electrons are in the superconducting state, W varying from
1 at OOK to zero at Tc, and identified W as the order
parameter. The best fit to the experimental results was
obtained with

WeT) = 1 t4- 0

201010 Microscopic Theory of Superconductivity
i, i

The two-fluid model was the first attempt at a
microscopic theory. of superconductivity but the first
Successful model to account for all tpe properties of
superconductors was not evolved until 20 years later.
Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer(23) (BCS) developed a quantum-
mechanical model~

As early as 1935 it was being suggested that there
might be a gap in the energy spectrum of the excited states
of quasl-ipartLcles0 Daunt and Mend~ssohn( 24) presented (
specific hea~ in support of this idea. Confirmation of
the existence of such a gap first came from Goodmans(25,26)
thermal conductivity measurements which showed a liT
dependence, and all the results of surface impedance,
ultrasonic and tunnelling experiments lent support to

""'~ - vc
Jr cAl') »»

this [-I

ideao In the years following the war, the rapid advances
in nuclear physics made available a wide range of atomic
isotopes and Serin(27) and others discovered a dependence
of Tc on the isotopic mass of a given element. This



indicated that the motion of the ions must somehow be
relevant to superconductivity and enabled Fr~hlich(28) and
Bardeen(29) to develop a theory, in which attractive forces
between pairs of electrons arise from their interaction
with lattice ioqso These attractive forces lead to bound
pairs of electrons, of equal and opposite momentum, and so
tne transfer of energy to the electrqn fluid requires the
breaking of such a pair. The energy must thus exceed the
binding energy of a pair and this lower limit in the en~rgy
transfer is responsible for the gap in the energy spectrum.
The existence of this energy gap mea~s that electron pairs
can move up to a certain velocity without sGattering. The
number of paired electrons decreases as the temperature tfft,f Ii T
increases until at T = Tc all the electrons are fully k~r~fr?
normal in all respects (cofo the order parameter in the
tWG fluid model)o

(23)Bardeen and his colleagues . elaborated on these
ideas and their predictions of such properties as the
specific heats~ electromagnetic propert~es~ thermal con~uc~
tivity , ultrasonic attenua t ton , nuc lear spin relaxa tion,
Knight shift and a variety of others/have repeived close
experimental verificattono

Fhen ill nological Theories of Superconductivity
, j i

.,

In parailel with the progress on a microscopic theory
have developed a series of phenomenological treatments~

Fo and HoLondon(30) were the first to undertake such
a study to account for the macroscopic characteristic? of
a superconductor. Their work resulted in tbe two
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equations relating current density J to the electric and
magnetic fields:

CAA(.t 1\ ~ :. - tJ/e,

~~t (1\"0 -: §
2.3(a)
2.3(b)

wherel\ = ~, ns the density of superconducting
nseelectrons, m their mass and e the electronic charge. (In

kteping with most of the literature on this subject
Gaussian units are used here. E and J are in e.s.u. and li
in eo m,u ,)

For a semi-infinite slab in the y-z plane the solution
of equation 203(b) gives

2 l-l!j ~ H~fP e..XF [ --:t/,1l-1
where"\ .:(~ )t and is a characteristic length known as

L 4--lf
the penetration depth. The existence of this form of pene-
tration was confirmed by S~hoenberg(31) and ALiS typically
5 x 10-6 cms. for an elemental superconductor. It is also
temperature dependent according to: L

-Y-,
Ai- (t); Ai ~[I- t~ J..

Although the London equations 203(a) and Cb) are only
valid at low frequencies and the Jalidity of their theory
is limited by long range coherence effects, it provides a
useful approximate description of the electromagnetic
properties of a superconductor.

From the London equations it can be shown that the
magnetic energy per unit volume of a specimen with dimensions
smaller than At.. is less than for a bulk sample. Thus i~
would be energetically favourable for finely divided
superconducting-normal (s-n) regions to be formed in the
latter. As this does not happen the energy per unit surface
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).

of superconducting domain must be greater than )."/;z.x-He IB1S
in effect the London equations predict negative surface
energy_ Other weaknesses of the theory included the
dependence ofAL, on alloying and on the applied magnetic
field, and the implication that the wavefunctions of the
superconducting electrons stopped abruptly at the s-n
boundaryo

To account for these points Pippard(32) introduced
the concept of range of coherence of the superconducting
wavefunctions, allowing them to vary slowly over a finite
length,~ the coherence length, which is many times longer

-It \ -~than AL- 0 (In pure metals ~ ~ 10 CM f"il- == 10 '-""0) (The
. I

coherence length has its equivalent in the BCS theory in the
size of the wavefunction of a superconducting electron pair.)
If the concept of the vector potential A is introduced,
where [ = curl A then the London equation 2.3(a) becomes

J = -ne2 Ao
m

Pippard modified this, to allow for the effect of the mean
free path on the penetration depth, to:

J = _ne2 ~(O A
where ~o is the mcoJi'l-e:ce length for a pure superconductor

and~(l)for a material with meanfree path lo The penetration
depth is given by

,.\ = ~d~'I.(() '.lh~" b(.(,)<, A
and as a rough approxlmation

~(.O = Y$" ~ Y.t (2.4)
Thus with alloying ~is decreased and when it is comparable
with ~(l)this too is reduced, tpe scope of the disturbance
is smaller and A varies with the field.
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The extension of a disturbance a distance lJ at a
s-n boundary (ioeo the density of superconducting electrons'
ns reaches the mean level at.$ from the .boundary) means
an increase in the free energy of the superconductorG This
is equivalent to a positive surface energy and is often
referred to as the configurational surface energy. The
tc ta1 surface energy uI. "S is thus the sum of this
configurational component and the negative London surface
energy and may be expressed, approximately, as:

811~"~.::; [ ~ ~1: .- ~ J../ J
As we have noted, for pure meta Is, 2t ~ lOA so there

are no values of H below Hc for which "'-."'sis negative,
but fo~ materials with a short mean free path and hepce
small~, o(,...~ Play take up negative vaLues, The field
distribution and the variation of the density of the super~
conduc 1: Ing electrons, ng., at a s-n boundary, are shown in

)
)

Figure 201 for the two types of materialo
An extension of the LondGn-Pippard phenomenological

theories was developed by Ginzbu"g and Landau(33), for
temperatures close to the critical temperatureo They
Irrtroduc ed an order parameter t ' such that 1~12= ns ,
and t is interpreted as the effective wavefunction of the

\

superconducting electronso Their expression for the free
energy in zero field is:

9~(D) - j,,(o) = o(l*l~ ~ fl:;.I*ILf'·
where -<. and f are functions of temperature. Minimizing
the total free energy, they showed that the penetration
depth ).,.is given by:
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-lA
I
I

H

Superconducting Normal
t--) ---...

r->'
_f\~ J_-.l

I I',
I

H •

Figure 2.1 Variation of Hand ns across a
superconducting-normal boundary
for Type I and Type II superconductors.
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2. cl.
where Ifal = - p. and eljlisthe charge on the super-
conduc ting electrons 0 If e~= e and 1+01'l. :::. t)~ then A:.,AI-.
They also introduced a parameter K ~here

4. (3. r mc ] J,. [ 2t"] 1. Ifk.. - Y:ttf L ~ "? ~"), -He. A
I( is widely used to characterise superconducting materials
and isknown as the Ginzb~rg-Landau parametero It is re~
Lated, approxLmateLy , to the penetration depth A and the. ~..o',
coherence length ~({) by:

k ~ ~(()
The major significance of~, however, is that,

ac~ording to the Ginzburg-Landau theory, the surface
energy of the s-ri boundaries is posi;t1ve , if k,., is less
than l!6 , but for all values of K. .,.I/fi this energy is
nega tive. This enables us to be more explicit about the
surface energy states predicted in the London-Pippard
approach and, as a result, define two types of superconductor
as, Type I K< Y5 , ~(It) '>.) ,positive surface energy

Meissner state until H = Hco
Type II re ')/5 , ~l{) 4.A ,nega tive surface en~rgy,

field pene t rat ion for H> HCI in the
form of finely divided regions.

The penetration of the bulk of a type II superconductmr,
in the form of a series of superconducting-normal domains,
to minimize tpe total free energy, is known as the mixed
state. It commences at the lower critical field Hcl' the
value of which is dependent on K according to

l-1c'/Hc, ~ 1/6. [/r'\ I(.. .r O· 0'23]

The vplue of Hcl is therefore always less than Hc and, for
high Kmpterials, is often very small (Hcl for Nb25% is

'-~

about 250 Oe compared with He ~ 1,500 Oe.)

,-, j-
7

'v
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The Ginzburg-Landau equation has solutions between Hcl and
an upper critical field Hc2 defined by

~G2 : kJ2 He.
Values for Hc2 vary widely, with K., but for some hard
materials Hc2 > 200 k.Oe. Some of the highest values are
shown in Table 2010

For fields greater than Hc2' q sample should be fully
normal. This however assumes an infinite medium and

\ 4neglects boundary effects. StoJames and de Gennes(3 )
have shown that at a plane insulating-superconducting
surface, in the field interval Hc'l-"::::' +-1 -c Hc~, supercon-
ductivity is not entirely destroyed. The b~lk of the
material is normal but a superconducting sheath persists
in surfaee regions parallel to the applied f~eld. These
surface effects are also apparent in some type I

superconductors and for 0, Lt'"2_~ k. c: '/6.asheath is observed
for He. L t-JL Hq 0 For k_.c:.. Q·tr'2. , ~k~("'He.) i~ extremely
difficult to measure, but nucleat~on measurements ~y
Faber have been interpreted (2) to yield values for Hc31 rXfA~.
and thus «, lor 1).1,In and Sn. lor a11 rnateria ls, the

"-nucleation field Hc3 is given by
He:!> - 2'Lf- k.~~ -=. J,b~5 ~c".

and the dimension of the sheath is of the order Gf ~,
the coherence lengtho The existence of this sheath has
been the ~ubject of much study in recent years and the
ratio of Hc3 to Hc2 has been often verified. (35) The
presence of a normal metal, in place of the insulator, is
found to reduce Hc3 and this too has been a subject of
fundamenta+ interest.
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Three critical fields have therefore been introduced
and key values of ~identified. The values of these
fields, in reduced form hI : ~ , h2 = Hc2 and h3 = ~ ,

Hc ~ Hc
are described in Fig. 2.2 as a function of K-(36)

2.1.3. Magnetic behaviour of ideal superconductors
We shall now consider the reversible magnetisation

curves of ideal type I and II superconductors. For all
the curves we present it is assumed that there are no
demagnetising effects arising from specimen shape.

Type I superconductors exhibit the Meissner state (B=O)

until H = Hc' and above He the normal state is stable. The
magnetisation curve is of the fo~m shown in Figure 2.3(a)
and, in the ideal case, is completely reversible.

Type II superconductors are also diamagnetic in applied
field::;less than Hcl, but for Hcl< H <.Hc2 the bulk of the
material is in the mixed state as predicted by the
phenomenological theories. The structure of the mixed
state has been the subject of muc h s tudy , The major contri-
bution has corne from Abrikosov(37) who, in a remarkable and
strangely unnoticed paper, predicted that the penetrating
flux would be quantisede He found that the minimum energy
condition was that each of the packets of flux should
contain an equal amount of flux ~o = h£ = 2 x lO-7gauss-cm2.

2e
The packets or tubes of flux have been variously called
fluxoids, fluxons and vortices and are essentially a normal
core approximately of radius "'Jsurrounded by a supercurrent
vortex over a regionA. (38) The relative distributions of

/



-/1,-

K

Normal

o 3 -

Figure 2.2 The varietion of the reduced critical
fields as a function of K.
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Type I

-Hc
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Type II
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Figure 2.3 Ideal magnetization curves.
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H

r ..

1""---- r

structure of a fluxoid. The normal core
of size 5 contains most of the flux,
but the field Dnd the circulating current
extend over n distance A .
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the current, flux and superconducting electrons are
illustrat~d in Fig.2.4. The quantisation of the fl~x has
been experimentally verified by Deaver and Fairbank(39),
amongst others.

Thus in an ideal and defect..free material flux is
I . I

excluded at low fields but, when H exceeds Hcl, fluxoids
are nucleated at the sample surface and are distri~ute~
uniformly throughout the cross-section. Their,equilibrium
positions are such th9.tthe mutual repulsio.ns are balanced
by the magnetic pre~~ure of the applied field. Abrikosov(38)
proposed that the fluxoids should t?ke up positions in a
square lattice b~t Matpicon and Goodman(40) suggested a
triangular array. This has now been confirmed ~xperi-
mentally(4~) and the resultant reversible ~agnetisation

[n,,1h- cl
l.""'~

('j JI/I /curve is shown in Fig.2.3(b). As the field is incre~seq
ffom Hcl the separation of the fluxoids d~creases and
when this becomes comparpbl~ with :r the normal cores
overlap and there is no sup~rconductivity. Therefor~, as
a rough approximation: J. '1-t\ c1 :':,'fo I '+~

The theory of the mixed state as developed through
the Ginzburg-Landau equ$tions by Abrikosov(37) and e~tended
by Gorkov (the GLAG theory) has Qeen very successful ip
predicting the magnetic properties of ~eversible ~ype II
superconductorso Goodman(42) proposed an alternative
LamLna r- model, with similar characteristics to the GUO
theory, but a detailed examination of ~xperimental
magnetjsation curves near Hel favoufs the latter.



2.2 The Critical State
It follows from Ampere Is Law that'

ill. ,J ::r curl H
10

where ~ is the current density (in Amps ~ cm-2), that if a. ~

current is to be carried in a superconductor there must be an
un-uniform magnetic fieldo The uniform, triangular fluxoid
lattice, in~erent in the GLAG model for an ideal type II
sup~rconductor, is therefore unable to carry an appreci~ble
current.

Real materials are known to sustain very large curr~nt
densities. These can be '\illderstoodin terms of the "pinn~ng"
of magnetic flux by microstructural variations, thus
producing a field gradient. This idea was dev8+oped by
Anderson (43) to explain the results of Kim et a1. (44,45) on
the movement Of f~ux through superconductors unqer the
influence of the Eorentz forceo Ee showed that the "flux
creep" could be explained.~ by assuming thatb1,lndles of
fluxoids were thermally activated over free energy barriers
arising from the pinning effect of rnnomo genefties. The
"pinning centres", or just "pins", were thqught to include
precipitates, dislocations, strains and other physical defects.
It was found that, followin~ a change in the applied field,:
flux creep qccurs initially and then falls oelow a practicably
observable leve},. When this OCCU.IlS the field gradients, and
thus the currentq, are everywhere at their maximum value and
as such are said to be in a "Qritical state,,(46). This is a
quasi-equilibrium state between the magnetic forcep on flux
lines and the pinning farces. The current density then
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becomes the critical current density Jc• Above certain
values of an applied field and transport current the critical
state breaks down, the fluxoids move against the viscous
forces of the pinning centres and "flux flow" occurs.

According the ideas behind the critical state, when a
field in excess of Hcl' is applied to a type II superconductor
containing pinning centres, the flux penetrates only to a
depth as determined by the strength of the pins. The circu-
lating screening currents are everywhere equal to the
:ritical value Jc and the depth of penetration ~ (for a
semi-infite slab in the y-z plane) is given by

where B is the internal field and Jc is assumed, for
simplicity, to be independent of Bo This assumption was
made by Bean(47) in the first published ~ttempt to account
for the magnetisations of type II superconductors in terms
of the critical stateo He oririnally conceived the idea in
terms of the M~ndlessohn (48) spar'/e model in which the high
field properties are derived from very fine filaments of
superconducting material in a multiply' connected mesh.
However, it is essentially a phenomenological theory and is
equally applicable to critical state ideas.

Bean was able to work out complete magnetisation l~ops,
with the critical current density held constant, ~nd results
have been especially useful in the consideration of a.c.
results. It will be considered more closely when the theory
of a.c. behaviour is e~amined later.

Although the assumption of a field independent Jc is



useful it is rarely valid in practice and a variety of
empirical relationships have been established for the
variation of Jc with B. Kim(45) introduced the relation:

= 0(,
B+Bo

where ~and Bb are constant~ for a given material and

(2.5)

Bo~ Hc~ In the limit B»Bo and in the absence of a field
discontinui ty at the specimen surface (so H = B), Jc (H) =~.

H

Fietz et al(49) found a better fit to their results with:
Jc(H) = alb exp(-B/b) + c

where a, band c are constants.
Several attempts have been made to reproduce these

expressions theoretically, by considering the force balance
in the fluxoid lattice. Silcox and Rollins(50) calculated
the forces on a single flux line due to neighbouring fluxoids
to be:

F = -300 ( H (I~~ .... He 1 )itB dB.
d~

where H(B) is the applied field in equilibrium with induction
I

B, for a perfectly reversible sampJe. This, they assume, was
balanced by a pinning force:

Fp = pfp
with p as the number of pil1J?ingcentres per flux line and fp
the pinning force of one centre on one line. If r is the
overall density of fluxoids then p = ~ where n = B/~o = density

n
of flux lines. Then

Fp = P~fR = F
B-

Their results gave reasonable agreement with observed magneti-
sation curves but the interesting feature is that
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Jc(R) O(...dB-<.l/B,so that Jc(R).B = constant, as demanded by
dx

the approximate Kim expression. (Equation 2.5)
One criticism of this model is that, at high flux

densities, the fluxoids are probably not flexible enough to
embrace all the possible pinning centres and so the ~ssump-
tion np = P is not valid. Kasukochi et al(5l) derived the
relation

np2 = 2N/~

where N is the number of pins per unit cross section of the
material. This gave Jc j13 = constant and the derived
magnetisation curves were found to fit their experimental
results.

Campbell(52) considering a general, curved flux line in
a field gradient, concluded the force F to be:

r = (do/41T • curl li(B)
(This can be expressed as F ~ J x (do and is analogous to the
Lorentz force.) In two dimensions this reduces to Friedel's (53}
result, obtained independently,

F = -(do/4~. dH(B)
dx

In the critical state the pinning force is then given by
Fp(B) = F = ...~o. dH£B) = 4!lo. dH(B). (~~)w;r x 11'" dB (dx)c

Campbell et a154 have considered both cases of weak and
strong pinning and have derived magnetisation curves from
their results. For weak pinning, when the induction is small,
i.e. fp small but J?» n , Fp is expected to be independent of
B, and Jc to be constant. In the case n?P, when several flux
lines are pinned per centre, they chose a form for the
pinning force similar to that used by Silcox and Rollins(50)ie.
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(dB/dx) c = ~ /2B

where c::o(. = ~~irtM,,( being the separa tion of the pins and m
the gradient of the reversible B_,;.Hcurve. As t2 ::.P and
MIL H (B) - Hcl , Campbe Ll.s expression (52) can be rewritten as:"" B

P~ofp
B

= -2fdo H(B~ - Hcl
1f'B

dB
dx

which differs from Silcox and Rollinslresult by a factori.
The most recent attempt to account for the properties.

of strongly pinned samples has been that of Irie and
Yamafuji(55) who derived a more flexible form for the pinning
force. Making allowances for possible anisotropies of pins,
they have concluded that the number of pins occUpied by

0.' J Ifluxoids, per unit volume, is 'iIr B where a and Yare
constants for a given sample. In a sample with few pinning
cent rea ~-v~ corresponding to the Silcox-Rollin~ model; in a
sample with many pinning centres ~~I ,and Jc is constant as
in the Bean model. When~ =~, 'Jc~I/{j as de termfned by
Yasukochi(51~ Irie and Yamafuji have calculated a value of
~ from the peak in Yasukochiis magnetisation curves and
find it to be 0.45. They also prodnced an excellent fit to
the latter author's results.

To account for their a.c. measurements)Green and
Hlawiczka(56) developed a mathematical analysis with a
pinning force Fp-cHn, nc 0). This was an entirely arbitrary
choice of function and the use of n = -3, to fit someof the
results, is suspect.

The critical state model, in its various forms, has
proved very useful in predicting the steady state magnetic
behaviour of hysteretic type II superconductors. However,
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there appears to be some limitations to its application in
materials with low pinning, especially where surface
currents are appreciable. Schweitzer(57) has recently
claimed to have produced non-critical states by various means.
Nevertheless the simple concepts of the model are widely used
in the interpretation of experimental results.

2.2.1. Pinning 12henomena
One of the basic concepts of Andersons flux-creep theory

(43) was that microstructural variations cause minima in
the free energy of the vortices and thus effectively pin the
magnetic flux. In his original letter(43) he speculated on
the form of these variations and since then a considerable
amount of work has been published on the nature of the
pinning centres.

Deformation has been found to increase the current-
carrying capacity and magnetic hysteresis of superconductors
(58-60). Narlikar(61) showed dislocation tangles to be
effective in pinning. Later work by Narlikar(62)led him to
conclude that this tangled structure: effectively reduced the
mean free path and increased the value of the Ginzburg-
Landau parameter 1(. For K v» 1 the line energy of a vortex
can be written(2)

~ 1- ).
El :(~) 1,,( ~)

which means that

E~" (, ""{""'t")
To a first approximation El is proportional to L and so the
dislocation tangles are essentially regions of low line
energy. This mechanism also shows that a given defect will
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have a greater effect in low-K materials (highL) than in
high-K materials of already short mean free patho van Gurp
has confirmed this in experiments on niobium and vanadium(63)
foilso

Narlikar(62) also discovered that there was a strong
interaction between cores of the vortices and dislocations in
a non-um rorm di st ri but ton, This has been calculated by

(64-)Webb and is accounted for by the variation in the elastic
moduli between the normal core and the superconducting matrix.
Hecent work by Williams (65) and van Gurp(63) has also shown
that the interaction is greatest when the fluxoids are
paralle~ to the dislocationso

Interstitial impurities, larger than the host ions are
especially effective as pinning centres(66~presumablY because
of the distortion and resultant strain in the lattice.

3econ~ phase precipitation is a prime c~use of hysteresis
and has been extensively studied by Livingstone(67)e It is
however n~t entirely clear how precipitates actually pin
fluxoids. It has been shown(67), for the Pb-3n system that
the op.tLmum size of prec ipitate is less than 0"2/"'-1 wh ich is
still much larger than the coherence length ~ , but this may
be due to an increase in the total precipitate-matrix surface

J)
area. Sutton and Baker(68) found a maximum in Jc when the ~tM ~ ~
precipi tate size, in their aged Nb-Ti alloys, was of t,he 1;[..", "~I P ~
order~. 1evy, Kim and Kraft(69) have discovered a linear L~ ~

) ~.

variation in Jc with the precipitate surface area per unit
volume, for their eutectics, and both they and Livingstone
find that normal precipitates pin better than those which
are superconducting. Hanak and Enstro.m(70) detected a
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similar relation between Jc and grain boundary area in
Nb3Sn.

The m~st recent work of Campbell(71) has shown that the
pinning forces in their Pb-Bi alloys are directly proportipnal
to the surface area 0+ the precipitates and he has concluded
that it is this boundary b~tween the superconducttng matrix
anu the normal bismuth~rich particles, that pins the
fluxoid$. camppell(?~) sPr0wstheor~ticp.lly that tl1ebulk of
a large precipitate will not pin vortices but that there will
be interaction of both tqe vortex core and the circulating
currents with the prectp~~ate bOlli!dary. Using an approa~h
similar to the "image force" calculations of Bean and
Livingstone(72) ne derived an expression for the cr~tlcal
current density:

Jc(U) :: 9vM~rey) (0'0)t
(B)

where Sv is the totpl phase boufldary per unit volume
perpendicular to the driving force, and M(rev)is the rever-
sible magnetisation at a field H. This result finds good
agreement with the experimentally determined results.

This approach can also be used to analyse surface
currents in the mixed state anp will be discussed in the
next section.
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2.202 •. Surface Currents
We have seen that when a type II superconductor is in an

applied field H, less than Hcl' it obeys the Meissner rel~tiono
The bulk of the material is completely shielded by circula-
ting currents flowing in a thin surface layer of thickness A.

(These cur,rents are, in theory, completely reversible.
Hysteresis is sometimes observed but this will be considered
later.

Above Hc2 St.James and de Gennes' sclution of the
Ginzburg-TIandau equations predicts surface superconductivity
for Hc2< H'<Hc3- These curnents are no t quantised and flow
in a sheath Qf thickness comparable to the coherenG~ length~_
Abr;i.kosov,(?3) Park(?4) and Yamafuji (?5},have all calculated
the <;:riticalvalue of these currents and th€lresults of
Bellau~?6) Swartz and Hart'??) and many other authors, are
in qualitative agreement with their predictions. In this
field interval the bulk of the superconductor isnormal and
the internal field differs from the applied field by the
value of the sheath currentso

These two regions of surface superconductivity are well
documented. Between Hcl and Hc2 the bulk of a type If super-
conductor is in the mixed state, w~th the fluxoids distributed
according to the arrangement and streng~h of the pinning
centres. In reoent years various authors(??-821 have suggested
that surface currents flow throughout the mixed state, and
contribute to magnetic hysteresis. Fink(83)1 and Park (84)

.extended the StoJames-de Gennes calculations and predic ted that
the surface sheath should exist in this field interval_

Tpe reductio~ of hysteresis on plating with a norma~
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metal supported.~his idea at first. (78) However the
magnitude of the currents involved were often much larger
than predicted by the solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau
equations. Gradually the idea of another form of surface
current evolved. (77,83)

Bean and Livingstone(72) had calculated that a fluxoid
near the surface of a specimen would be acted upon by its
"image" in the surface. They used these ideas to show that
the field of first penetration Hs'>Hcl and their approach
was confirmed by experiments. (84,85) (de Gennes(86) and
Fink(87) have calculated that Hs may be as large as He).
Thisltsurface barrier" concept has been enlarged by Campbell (TI·)

to account for the existence of surface currents in high-K
materials, in terms of pinned fluxoids. He used this idea
to explain the low-field hysteresis in otherwise reversible
specimens and, as discussed earlier, the pinning of fluxoids
by precipitateso

An alternative surface pinning model has been proposed
by Hart and Swartz, (88) in terms of "f Lux spot s" (Le. the
normal cores of the vortices) pinned at points of low free
energy. These minima they associated with points where the
fluxoids are perpendicular to the local surface~ Ro~ghening
of the surface, which would increase the number of such
sites, should therefore increase the surface currents.
Transport current measurements (76,88,89) nave lent s~pport
.to their ideaso In contrast, a few experiments, (89,90» in
which the surface currents were field induced, show the
c~rrents to decrease with roughening. This is t4e trend
expected from the Bean-Livingstone ideas.
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Hart and Swartz(88) have suggested the apparent
discrepancy is due to the fact that in their transport
current measurements, fluxoids are nucleated at the corners
of the slabs usedo In field induced measurements on
cylindrical samples the number of nucleation points is
probably the dominant factor.

In the experiments that we shall consider the surface
currents will always be field induced. The sheath currents
considered by Fink and Park and the pinned currents of
Campbell - ~lean - Livingstone are probably most Significant.
Experiments in which samples were plated with normal metals
show that hysteresis is almost completely removed in some
low-K materials but to a much lesser extent in high-K samples.
This is probably due to the rela tive values of).and .swhich
represent the respective surface layers of the two types of
currents. In low-K rnaterials ~v) and both will be affected
by surface plating, while in high-K samplesJ '>...." and only
the sheath currents are reduced.

Evidence that the surface currents are influenced by
'bulkpinning properties, has come f'romthe work of Love(82)
on Nb-Zr. The field dependence of the surface currents was
markedly similar to that of the bulk currents. Campbell(91)
in his latest work has added more evidence to this idea.

The part played by surface currents, in magnetic hysteresis
and a.c. losses is only just becoming clear. In a later
section we shall discuss experiments relevant to this point.
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203 The critical state model and aocodissipation
The basic concept of the critical state is that the

flux lines are in a quasi-equilibrium state under the influence
of the pinning and Lorentz forceso If, therefore, the
flux dis,tribution changes when the externally applied field
is altered, the fluxoid motion will be resisted and energy
will be dissipated in the process. If a complete magnetisa-
tion curve is plotted this energy loss manifests itself as
an irreversibility, i.eo hysteresis,and in the course of a low
frequency cycle there will be power dissipationo The
reasonable success of the various versions of the critical
state model has encouraged several authors to apply it to
alternating field conditions to predict the losses during a
complete cycleo

Each calculation makes its own apprOXimations but there
are several assumptions implicit in all forms of the a.c.-
critical state modelo These are:-
(a)' that the dynamic anc static cri tical current

densities are the same~
(b) that the response of the current-field distri-

bution to a change in the app~ted field is
instantaneous,

(c) that the temperature of the sample does not
rise under the influence of the dissipation,

(d) that there are no flux jUmps in the course of
the cycle,

(9) that the sample is homogeneous.
Ifart(92) has considered (a) and (b) and concluded that

if the slope of the electric field, E, vs. current density,
J, curve, at the point of operation,
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""then the assumptions are valid. He ealcula ted that the
condition was reasonably well satisfied by Nb-Zr and excel-
lently by Nb3Sno

The temperature rise mentioned in (c) has been predicted
by Bean, assuming Jc and the thermal conductivity K to be
constant;

Trhax

this applies only in the low field limit. Flux jumps and
inhomogenities can be detected by observation.

We shall refer to these assumptions when considering
our own experiments. In the next section the various a.c.
loss calculations based on the critical state model will be
discussed.

2.3.1. The Bean-London model
As we have seen earlier, Bean(47) developed a model for

hysteresis in type II superconductors on the basis of the
Mendlessohn sponge mOdel(48~ The treatment ls, ~Qwever,
equally valid in terms of the critical state and is worth
investigating in detail.

Several assumptions are basic to this model:
(a) The current density is everywhere either at its

critical value, Jc, or zero.
(b) Jc is independent of the applied field H.
(c) The sample isin the mixed state throughout the

complete field cycle.
(d) There is no field discontinuity at the surface,

due to surface currents.
For the purpose of this review we shall consider a sample
radius r in longitudinal field H.
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Ampere's law, curl H = 4~Jc , and the assumptions
101

made above, result in a constant field gradient, dH/dr. The
current and field distributions, in increasing and decreasing
fields are shown in Figure 205. The depth of penetration is
defined as Ll = lOH and a field Hp is chosen as the value

41TJcof H when ~ = r, ioeo the whole sample is penetrated. Thus:
Hp = 41TJcr

10
(2.6)

If the magnetic field applied to the cylinder is cycled
between Hm and -Hm)the field distributions are dependent on
the relative values of Hm and Hp. This is illustrated in
Figure 206 where field distributions are dlsplared at
various parts of a half-cycle for (a) Hm<Hp (b) Hp c Hm c Zllp
Cc) Hm >2Hpo In every case, as the field is decreased from
Hm, the circulating currents reverse, from the surface
inwards. At zero applied field the trapped flux Br is as
illustrated in the second figure of each set. For fields
greater than 2Hp, Br is independant of Hm, and Br = Hp/2.
(There is an error here in Bean's paper(47))o

The entire hysteresis loop for the cylinder can be
calculated(47) :

B = HHm
Hp

for Hm<Hp, w~th the positive signs applying between -Hm and
+FlIrnand the negative signs from +Hm to -Hm. The energy loss
per unit volume during the cycle is then:

Wv = 1/411'jHdB
and for Hm < Hp (H in Oersteds, Jc in Amps-cm-2)

W = ~Hm3 x lOr? Joules-cm.-3
v 1T£rJ c

(207a)
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while for Hm»Hp,
Wv = 2Jcr Hm x 10-7 Joules-cm;~3

15
Equations (207a) and (207b) can also be expressed as surface
losses and the corresponding equations are:
Ofrh < Hp) Ws = 4022 x 10=9 (Hm3/Jc) Jou.l.es -cm, =2
(Hm,»Hp) Joules-cmo~2 , ...

.J
Similar calculations, assuming Jc to be constant) have been
made by London(93)' and Hart(92)0 Hancox(94) has elaborated
on a range of conductor geometries and combinations of
impressed currents and fieldso

The critical current density Jc has not been found to
be independent of the appl~ed field except over a limited
field range in a few very hysteretic superconductorso In
low fields, Jc often varies very quickly with H and in higher
fields the Kim relation Jc(H) = ~ applies. If this

HtBo
latt r expres sion for Jc (H) is approxima ted to Jc (H) "'"l/H
then from equation (207c), for Hm<Hp, W-Hm4o Any other
form for JeeR) will similarly impress itself on the loss
equa t Loris , Hancox(94) actually us ad the Kim expression in
a loss calculation and found:

W o-(Hm)3 (Hm+Bd>l = mm21
rX... JF(Hm)

Voigt(95) assumed a general form for JceH) and derived an
expression:

W = p (,3), + Q Hm~ ,g_ (Jc(Hm» + 00 0 •••

Jc Hm): Jb Hm) dH id...where P and Q are constarrcs, In the limit of HM<L ~(}I~/dH["'1~ ...~
this reduces to Hancox!s expression (Equation 208)0

According to the model of Irie and Yamafuji(55). for
hysteresis, referred to earlier, the expression for the
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power loss, in low fields is given by:

Wv = (O.O'E't":!:. ·ov~(2 -~) H~-~/H2-~) (?'9)
where ~and Ha are constants obtained for the primary magneti-
sation loop for a particular materialo When ~=l equation 209
reduces to Bean's expression (207a) and with 't = 0 to the Kim
limit (208).

Green and Hlawiczka(56) derived a proportionality
between Wand H(3-n) with n a negative numbero Once again,

jWith n = 0 and n =. -1 their result is similar to equations
207a and 2.8 respectively. If values of n< -1 are chosen
the dissipation is predicted to vary with a high power of
the applied field. Some such high powers are observed
experimentally but there is no physical justification for
such a choice of no

A further modification to the Bean-London expressions is re-
quired to account for the surface currents below Hc' and in
the mix8d state. Bean himself(96) undertook a simple calcu-
lation to cover both re~~ons, in one expression:

Ws = IJ2 mn3 (dB/dH)
JcT

(2010)

where J~~ is the total critical current density, including
the surface currents and dB/dH is the slope of the reversible
B-H curve. Three regions of response to a.c.fields are
defined by (2.10), ioeo
(a) near Hcl' dB/dH~~ so there will be very large

losses,
(b) below Hcl,dB/dH = 0 so zero loss is predicted,
Cc) in high fields when dB/dH"",,1the original formula

(2.7c) is closely obeyed.
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Ullmaier(97) considered the influence of surface
currents above the mixed state assuming the effective
applied field to be Hm = t(2Hm - 6,H) where ~H is the
screening effect of the surface currentso The value of aH
varies with the applied field (82-98) but for small values
of Hm:

For 2Hm£..AH there will be no dissipa tion according to this
expressiono IfAH is due to a sheath current this will be
true(99Y but should the surface currents be pinned then
some dissipation is expectedo

As a fair proportion of the aocomeasurements reported
in the literature have been made in applied alternating
fields with Hm"-Hcl and with no steady bias field, the region
Hcl~ If>-Hcl is of special Irrterest , When a field greater
than Hcl has been applied to a type II superconductor and
then .L0duced below Hcl the internal flux distribution is
somewhat uncertaino In semi-reversible materials the mag-
netisation curves in this region often have diamagnet.1c
behaviour but there is some trappod flux which remains
constant until -Hcl is reached. In other more irreversible
samples it has been found that flux moves across the surface
even in this region below Hclo No satisfactory theory has
been developed for this behaviour and so aoco loss calcula-
'tions can only be made using simplifying assumptionso Such
a study has been carried out by Easson(lOO)o This author
assumed that the flux in a sample at Hcl is fully trapped
between Hcl ~H'>-Hclo The hysteresis loop which corresponds
to this model is shown in Figo207 where ~, the total flux
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(a)

Figure 2.7. Hysteresis loops predicted by Easson's(lOO)
model, cllowing for Hcl.
(a) no surface currents
(b) with'surfoce currents.
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in a sample, is plotted against the applied field Ho
Easson's expressions for the dissipation are

W = 0 for Hm ~ He 1s (2011a)
(Hm-Hcl)2 (H~ + Ob5Hcl) x 10~7

Joules-cmo-2 (20llb}

became

To account for the variation of Jc with H they approximated
and (20l1b)

Ws = 5/l2lT2JTc(Hm-H~1)2 ji2HCl + L026(Hm~Hbl) ]
(2012)

2040 Survey of alternating field measurements in the
literature

The aim of this section is to review the experiments on
the aoco properties of superconductors, reported in the
literature, ahd to relate the results to the critical state
theorieso

The discovery of the type II superconductors and their
large critical fields immediately led Fagan(lOl) and McFee(lO.2)
to speculate on potential enginee~ing applicationso As the
majority of the designs involved the carrying of alternating
currents by the superconductive windings, Jones and
Schenk(103) set out to study the aocobehaviour of these
materialso The results of their work~ in which appreciable
power losses were measured, initiated a flurry of other
experiments which can now be assessed in terms of modern
theories. A good deal of conflicting information was
published, due, in part, to unrealistic experimental
conditionso
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The a.c.loss phenomena is the main topic considered
but some attention will also be given to critical currents
and other aoc.properties.

2.4.1. Techniques for the measurement of aoc.losses
Among the techniques used to measure the dissipation

in an alternating cycle are included:
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)"

(f)

Boil-off calorimeters, in which the power
dissipation was det~rmined from the rate of
helium evaporation.\103-111,121)
Adiabatic calorimeters wh~re a ~~~ll temp-erature rise was recorded\112-11~)
Hysteresis loop measurements (116-120)
Wattmeter measurements (116,122,123)
Current - voltage measurements (105,122,124-6)
Q-measurements on L-C circuits (130~131)
Owing to its simplicity the boil-off technique has been,

by far, the most .popular technique, but it is limited in
sensitivity and in the information providedo Adiabatic
calorimetem extend the sensitivity range but still integrate
the dissipation over the whole cycle. The other four
techniques all require more sophisticated equipment but are
much more informative on the field distributions throughout
the cycleo The wattmeter measurements are perhaps the
most useful especially when linked with observation of the
voltage waveforms. It is this technique that we adopted for
our experiments.

Not only have the methods of measure~nt been varied
but a wide range of sample geometries and electromagnetic
conditions have been employed. These can be summarised as:
(a) Transport currents in wires and strips(104-110,115,124-6)
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(b) Applied fields on cylinders and slabs
(112,114,116-20,126-9)

Cc) Transport currents and impressed fields(103,113,12l-3)
The first two geometries can often be analysed in terms

of the critical state model, although transport current
measurements are difficult to interpreto Moreover, long
lengths of wire are required to produce measureable power
levels. Strip measurements are bedevilled by field concen-
tration at the edges and by the methods used to cut them to
shape(133~

Multilayer coil experiments are complicated by complex
field distributions in the winding and temperature
variations due to the heating effects of the current. (113,122)
For these reasons experiments, in which alternating fields
are applied to thin slabs and cylinders, have been found the
most useful in providing results for comparison with theory.

The critical state considerations define three major
field intervals for the response of superconductors ~o
alterna ting fields: (a)0< H < He 1(Hc)
(c) Hp<..H<Hc2<> In a considerab'e section of the literature
these boundary limits are ignored.

In considering the results of this reported work the
experiments can be roughly classified into (a) and (b) plus

2.4.2. Dissipation in the Meissner state 04. H,Hcl(Hc).
The ideal magnetisation curve for a type I superconductor

below H'c, and for a type II below Hcl' is completely
reversible according to theory. The circulating currents
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induced by an applied alternating field, or indeed alterna-
ting transport currents with low self-field, would be
expected to flow without resistance within the penetration
depth • Evidence to the contrary however has come from
Buchold and Molenda's experiments on lead and niobium(112).
Using a sensitive adiabatic calorimeter, they measured
dissipations of between 10-10 and 10-8 Joules-cm.-2 in peak
alternating fields of less than 500 Oersteds for lead
(Hc = 550 Oe.) and less than 1000 Oe. for niobium (Hcl =
1,400 Oe.). The measured losses were found to depend linearly
on the frequency and on a high power of the amplitude of
the applied field, i.e. W~Hmn (values of n between 2.5
and 7.0 were recorded). Similar experiments by Rhodes et a1(105)
on drawn wires produced values for the dissipation as high
as 10-5 Joules cm.-2 just below the appropriate critical
fields for Pb and Nb. Bogner and Heinzel(l24) also measured
a.c.losses in niobium wires, in low fields. There was very
poor agreement between the various authors' results on
similar materials., even when the different metallurgical
histories of their samples was consideredo Large variations
recorded for nominally identical samples measured in the
same laboratory were even found. (112)

One feature, however, that was common to all the reported
work at the time, was the hysteretic nature of the losses,
implied by the linear frequency dependence. This led
Buchold(117) to develop a hysteresis model in which small
multiply-connected regions occur at the surface. He
variously identified these regions with voids, impurities,
local resistive r~gions and, most important, irregular~ties
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in the surface profileo His model predicted that
'W~ -' -H~ 'b(}jr1

where <j, (Hm) isthe depth of penetra tion of the hysteretic
flux. The variation of a (Hm) with the maximum applied field
Hm will depend on thephysical and metallurgical properties
of the surfaceo These are factors which are very difficult
to express mathematically, but it is to be expected that high
powers of Hm will be involved for a particular surface.
This would account qualitively at least for some of the
very steep Hm - Ws curves observed experimentally and also
for the wide range of results produced.

The contribution of the surface irregularities towards
the a.c. losses is best understood in terms of premature
penetration by the magnetic field due to small scale
demagnetising effects. If local areas of the surface
experience fields greater than the critical field, before the
overall field exceeds this value, some of these irregu-
larities will be multiply connected and hysteresis will
result. Any surface treatment that removes such peaks and
hollows would therefore be expect.ed to reduce the losses.
Evidence that this happens has been presented by Buchold(119)
when he reduced the dissipation in an annealed niobium
sample, by a factor 10, Oy lapping the sample surface.
Rocher and Septfonds(114) observed a similar trend on their
high purity niobium specimens after electropolishing.
Mechanized polishing of Eassons cold worked Niobium strips
also reduced the 10sses(132). Rocher's work(114) has also
shown that the more reversible samples exhibit higher
losses probably because of increased mobility of the magnetio
flux once it has penetrated.
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Even when the specimen surface is polished there is
often a measurable dissipationo(lllt) Buchold,(120) once
again, has developed a theory, the basis of which is that
the penetration depth,A is field dependento Since the pene-
tration depth depends on the mean free path~and, when
,(,.'V¥ ,~varies wi th H, he has sugges ted that this variation
could be expressed as:

)..::. ~ -+- Q H"J,.-r -b t-/lfT-
In a sample containing defects and impurities the

magnetic flux, within this depth, would be pinned. From
these ideas he derived a value for Ws

~ L- 1,.. 11'1-' I'~ )W~ ~ ~ f\o (>-o~1"'\ -+- ~ flt"f) -t"' 1:;)+-1", .. ".
where Ko represents the physical properties of the surface
layers. While many of the ideas behind these equations are
approximate their chief value is in establishing the high
power relation between Ws and Hmo

A further experimentally determined feature of the
surface dissipation, in this field interval, 1s the increase
in the losses when a sample is cnoled in a steady applied
field. Buchold(112) found that ccol.Lng fields of the order
of the earths magnetic field trebled the losses while
Rocher(114) found the increase to be tenfOld. It seems
likely that the cooling field is trapped in the surface
layers and modifies the value ofA, and then the dissipation.
The level of the losses at which these factors are important
is, however, only about 10.10 Joules cm.-2 in polished
materials and, not Qnly is this difficult to measure, but
it is certainly negligible for engineering applications. It
is of interest to see how well one .must polish a surface to
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reduce the losses to a reasonable level and this is one
of the topics on which we shall report latero

204030 Dissipation in the mixed state (Hcl"'Hm<Hc2)
Measurements of aocolosses with peak fields greater than

Hcl have been made predominantly on four materials: elemental
niobium and the high field superconductors Nb3Sn, Nb-Zr and
Pb-Bi eutectico The majority of the experiments were
performed in large applied fields such that for part of the
cycle H>Hclo In a few of the reported experiments steady bias
fields were used, so that the samples were in the mixed s~ate
throughout the whole cycleo

The element niobium has been very popular with workers
in this field because of its large lower critical field,
Rcl' and ease of preparationo However as values of Hm less
than 2,500 Oeo were usual in their experiments and Hcl~400
OeLthe bedn~London version of the critical state model was
hardly app lIcabl,e, Fur t.ie rmore, surface effects which pro-
duced large dissipations in the Meissnar state undoubtedly
influenced the .results in the uppe. field reg ton, This last
factor has been demonstrated by Easson(132) when he greatly
modified the shape of the dissipation-field curves, above
Rcl, by polishing the sample surfaceo If low-field losses are
reduced in this way some attempt. can be made to use the modi-
fied critical state equations(2oll)o Easson(lOO) has tried
this for his own results on niobium strip and achieved a
moderate fit a Surface currents above Hcl have not even been
considered by most authorso
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The effect of the bulk properties of the materials has
also often been ignoredo Rogers and Linford(107) demonstrated
the increase in dissipation on successive heat treatments,
presumably due to a decrease in JceH) as pinning centres were
annealed outo Otherwise~ the effect of the stafucmagnetisation
and metallurgical conditions on aocolosses have usually been
left unexploredo

The critical state ideas have been far more successful
in predicting tne aocobehaviour of the high field superconductorso
The lower critical fields of these materials are usually less
than 500 Oeo so that diamagnetic effects contribute little to
the overall resultso Figgins and Shepherd(llO) found that
measurable losses first occured in their lead~bismith wires
when the self~field of the transport current exceeded Hclo
Above this field value the results were in rough agreement
with Beanis predicti.onso(47) Kamper (128)also found that
dissipatl~n commenced at about 300 Oeo(~Hcl) in the Pb-Bd
e1).tectico

The first reported results on Nb3Sn suggested very low
10sses(127)0 Then careful experimlnts by Hart and swartz,(lll}
on this material, showed that the losses were much as expected
from the Bean~London ideaso They measured a power dependence,
of the losses as a function of the applied field Hm, of
approximately three, indicating a constant critical current.

By far the most widely studied materials have been alloys
in the niobium-zirconium systemo There has also been some
measure of agreement between different authors as we demonstrate
in Figure 2080 Here several sets of results, all taken on
commercial Nb 25% Zr 00.010 In, wires, are pLotrted, Also
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drawn, in the diagram, are lines of slope 3, corresponding
to the Bean limit (Jc constant), and slope 4, corresponding
to the Kim expression (cIc---l/H)o The majority of the lines
hav~ slopes between these two valueso A detailed calcula-
tion from Irie's theory(53) (equation 209) using values of
Ha and ~ obtained from magnetisation curves due to
Yasukochi(5l) gives the solid line drawn, of slope 30550 It
can be seen that points taken f;om Pechus results(104) on a
similar wire (sample 2), from the same manufacturer~ fit the
line extremely wello A good fit can also be obtained for
Pech's sample 1 using data from FietzVs (49) results, again
on similar wireso TaylOrCl34) matched his own results with
equation 208 using o(_ = 1034 x 106 kGA-cm-2 and B = o, 55 kGoo
Damman et al(125) found a power dependence of 400 for a
Nb-Ti alloyo

The effect of surface currents in the mixed state on a.co
results in large fields is probably small compared with that
of Helo If bias fields Lre used however, these factors are
more apparento Ullmaier(97) has demonstrated this neatly by
eliminating the discrepancy be tvae.. He Lnze Lt s results(126)
and VOigt's calculations, (95) by inserting a surface current
term in the loss calculationo

To summarise, the critical state model appears to be very
successful in accounting for the aocalosses in current-
carrying wires of hysteretic, high-k superconductorso There
is a lack of information of the effect of alternating applied
fields on both low - and high - k materials and the part
played by Hcl and surface currentsiis in need Of thorough
investigationo
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204040 Dissipation in aococoils
However interesting short sample measurements may be,

should superconducting materials be used inaocoengineering
devices, it is likely that aoco coils will be requiredo
Analysis of results on coils is made difficult by complex
field distributions and temperature variationso They are
therefore of little use for comparison with theory so we shall
only summarise the reported worko Nearly all the results in
the literature are for Nb-Zr coilso

The first aocoloss measurements, of Jones and Schenk(103)
were made on multilayer coilso The losses were found to
depend on Hm2x f, where f was the frequency of the applied
field~ but, as London(93)pointed out this is tantamount to~n
Hm4Xf dependence, in keeping with the critical stateo Although
Jones and Schenk apparently observed, no heating effects,
Grenier and Elschner(113) actually me2sured temperature varia-
tions d~~ to the dissipationu Pech and Fournet(122) studied
the thermal condition of their coils and were successful in
analysing ~hese mathematicallyo The same authors(12l)
produced a model for the field dis t. ribution and the resultant
losseso With a combination of their magnetic and thermal
calcula tLons they have been able to predict the behaviour of
a given coil within a factor of twoo(122)

204050 The aocosuperconducting - normal transition
Two alternative mechanisms are ~vailable to drive a

superconductor normal in alternating conditions, ioeo the
"quench" may be either thermal or magnetico

In thermally insulated coils the temperature can excQQd



the critical temperature due to the aocodissipation(113)
.'and the critical' has been observed to increase sharply as
r

the temperature of the helium bath is reduced through the
lambda-point(135) (superfluid helium gives better heat
exchange between the coils and the helium bath)o The critical
current decrease with increasing frequency(124) and Thomas(1~6)'
has evolved the empirical relat ion Ie ~ f-n with n = i for
niobium coils and n = 1/208 for Nb 25% Zro On the other hand
there is some evidence of a correlation between the value of
the applied field and the quench in some well~cooled coils(123)0

Single conductors are less likely to undergo a thermal
quench but heating effects are still importanto Rogers(l37)
has shown that lead can be driven normal by a peak field
Hm:;-.:;~cbut , being a good thermal conduc t.or, it returns to
the superconducting state as the field drops in a later part
of the cycleo Niobium~ on the other hand, once normal, remains
so unc.i: the field or current is completely removedo

The critical state model predicts that a type II
superconductor will carry transport currents until the
full cross-section is utilisedo Then this point is reached
the superconductivity should be quenchedo In the Bean limit
(Jc constant) the critical current, expressed as a surface
current density (+c A-em-I), should be directly proportional
to the thickness, d, of a strip or the radius, r, of a wireo
In the Kim limit (J6 (H)---l/H) fc. cL d or .r (see Appendix A),0

Results taken by the author on cold rolled niobium strtp.
(138) showed a square root dependence of re on strip thickness

linear variation waS found for as-drawn wireso(139)
reported results(140,l4l) are difficult to explain on

and ~
Other
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this model. As the sample dimensions are increased the
critical current has been observed to be frequency dependent
(108,138,140)and the transition to occur at a constant level
of dissip~tion. (142)

The whole question of the two types of quench and the
effect of the presence of a direct current has been thoroughly
aired in correspondence between Rogers(143) and Hlawiczkao (144)
More recently Finzi(145) (146) has evolved a model for B thermal-
magnetic quench which fits closely to his results on Nb-Zr
wires.

2.5. The aims of the present work
During the period of this study considerable advances

have been made in the understanding of the 2ocoproperties of
superconductors, which have modified our outlook. This,
however, has not altered the original aims of the author, to
measure a.c.losses under controlled conditions and interpret
the results in the light of modern theoryo

An attempt was to be made to develop a technique for
measuremeQt of Boc.losses which eliminated many of the features
open to criticism in much of the reported work. It was
deemed very important that the specimen shape should be con-
duc~ve to easy metallurgical and surface preparation. (These I
two factors have often been overlooked in much of the
literature.) Ease of mathematical analysis was also desirable.
A further demand made of the technique was that it should
provide results easily, in quantity and with good accuracy
and sensitivity.

It also seemed essential that, apart from the dissipation,
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measurements should be made of the steady-state magnetisa-
tion curve and the critical current density, on the same
samples. In the magnetisation measurements the requirements
of the equipment were that it should provide complete
magnetisation curves quickly, at the expense of sensitivity.
The critical current measurements had to give information on
the current densities without necessarily postulating a
Jc(R)" - R model, as required when using the standard four
pOint probe techniqueso

Although the overall objective was to assess the useful-
ness of the critical state concept in predicting the aoco
behaviour of superconductors, certain aspects were of special
interest. These included the role of the surface currents,
their dependence on surface condition and the influence of
Hcl- In addition the effects of specimen size and
metallurgical state were to be consideredo Finally it was
hoped that information useful to the applications engineer
would emergeo

In the following chapters, the development of our experi-
mental techniques, our results and their significance, will
be described.
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3.0 The Experimental Techniques
In this chapter we shall first describe the general

cryogenic background to the work and the facilities we have
assembled. Details of the techniques for measurement of
a.c.losses, magnetisation curves and critical current
densities will then be given.

3.1 The Cryogenics
;

Silvered glass dewars were used throughout the work
except for the magnetisation measurements, ,which were made in
7~5cm. Oxford Instrument Co.metal cryostat. A variety of
inner helium dewars were used each with the upper six inches
made of a single layer of glass, to reduce diffusion Of
helium gas into the vacuum interspace. The support ring
system for the dewars was designed so that all the cryostats
and fittings were interchangeaple. A helium gas recovery
system was installed with the novel feature of plastic piping
and glued joints. This was foun4 to greatly reduce the cost
of the installation and the time of assembly. The majority
of the experiments were performed in free boiling liquid
helium but pumping facilities were provided for the production
of lower temperatures. A single-stage 250 1.-min-1 rotary

I

pump was used on a 1" line and contrQl of the vacuum was
with 1'"and til valves and an Edwards Cartesian Manostat, in
parallel. The temperat~re was read on a Wallace and Tiernan
10" dial!"'gaugecalibrated directly in "K. - The sensitivity
was appro~imat~ly O.OOloK and the reading was accurate within
l%~ With this arrangement a temperature of about 1.5~was
obtainable and the control was within! O •.OO,oK at 3.0~.
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The limitation on the control was· the small reference volume
in the cartesian manostat. Much more stable conditions could
have been obtained with an increased volume.

3.2 Measurement of a.c.losses
To ~ee~ the requirements listed in Section 2.5 a

cylindrical sample was chosen for most of the work. The
typical sample was 3 cm.long and of 5 mm.diameter. The demag-
netisation coefficient was therefore small and rounding the
ends of the sample hardly affected the result. Mathematical
analysis was also straight forward and surface and
metallurgical treatment was facilitated.

Longitudinal- alternating fields were used and were
provided by a liquid nitrogen cooled, copper solenOid, sup-
ported round the tail of a special helium dewar. In its final
form the coil had 20 layersof24swgenammelled copper wire on
a tut'nolformer 51' cm.diameter x 8 ern.long. The field
calibratiQ~ obtained with a prec~sion wound search-coil, was
3360e.-Amp.-l It was uniform to l~ over the central 1.5 em.
and the maximum peak ~'leldobtained, without undue heating,
was .i~.the region of 3,000 oe,

For measurements at variable frequencies the coil was
driven by a Servomex L.F.Bignal Generator and a Derritron 100
watt power amplifier via a matching t~ansformer. When large
50 Hz field$ were required the mains supply was used via an
isolating transformer and two controlling Variac auto-
transformers. With bo~h modes of s~pply the coil was series-
tu~ned witJ::l.a variable capacitor bank. This had the advantage
of ensuring a sinusordal field and'increasing the maximum
field available.
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3.2.1. Calorimetric experiments
I

Previous a.c.loss measurements made by the author had
incorporated the helium boil-off technique. (107,108) Therefore,
in the initial experiments this method of measurement was
adopted. A small nylon calorimeter, with nylon boil-off tube,
was made to fit inside the field solenoid. The gas flow-rate
was measured with an electrical flowmeter of the type
developed by Brown and Kr~enberger. (147) The apparatus is
represented diagrammatically in Figure 3.1. The gas flowed
down a thin walled nickel ~ube which wa~ electrically heated
at the ~entre. Two closely matched ~latinum resistance coils
monitored the temperature distribution along the tube and
changes were detected with the bridge circuit shown. The
passage of the gas caused the temperatures to be asymmetric
and theoutput reading from the bridge was a direct measure of
the dissipation within the calorimeter. A chart recorder was
used on this output so as to estaolish the attainment of
thermal equilibria. The flowmeter itsel, was borrowed· from
the Clarendon Laboratory, O~ford and the control circuit
add$d.

From the outset difficulties were experienced wi~h the
calorimetric ~pparatus. They can be summarised as:..
(a) Lack of sensitivity due to higb heat in-leak,
(b) long thermal time constants,
(c) the~al vibrations,
(d) a variety of other minor instabilities due to

back pressures, te~perature variations and
environmental Ghanges~
In addition to these,field inhomogeneities and demagnet-

iSing effects introduced large errors on the final results.
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It was, therefore, decided to abandon the experiment. (A
colleague of the author has subsequently succeeded in
eliminating some of the experimental weaknesses and put the
apparatus to limited use. A similar flowmeter has been used
by Lorchf148) )

A new technique for dissipation measurements was then
developed. The hysteresis in an alternating cycle was derived
from the voltages induced in small pick-up coils wound
directly on the central portio~ of the sample surface. This
method had been used by Buchold(117) and was bein~ developed

(116)along similar lines by Easson and Hlawiczka, when this
work commenced. With this technique thermal fac~ors are
virtually eliminated; and effects and field variations beyond
the length of the pickup coil likewise do not affect the result.

3.2.2. Theory of the electrical technique for the
measurement of a.c.losses

When a magnetic sample is subject to a changing magnetic
field H(t) the increase in the magnetio energy of the sample
per unit volume, dWr, is related to the increase in the
average flux density ~ by

dWv = ~ H(t)CM (3.1):,

(c.g.s.units are used throughout and so WV 1S in ergs-cm-3,
H in Oersteds, B in Gauss).
But the average flux density B(t): is defined as tul where

A
rd(t) (Gauss-cm2) is the total flux within the sample and A

is its cross sectional area. Therefore
dWv ;::1 H(t)

1+1f'"
(3.2a)
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or the increase in energy per unit sample length
(3.2b)= 1 H(t).d~(t)

It1f
or for unit surface area of a cylinder radius r

H(t) d~(t) (3.2c)dWIf = ~l:;.,....811""2r
Thus the total energy dissipated in one complete alternating
cycle

or,

H(t) d~(t). (3.3a)

dt.H(t) d6(t).
dt

Equations (3.3a) and (3.3b) form the basis of two methods
for the measurement of the a.c.dissipation. If an n-turn pic~-
up coil is suitably wound on a sample and unwanted stray volt-
ages are compensated for, the output voltage from the coil

Vet) =' -n Siii) x ~o-8volts (3.4)dt
If this ~ignal is integrated electronically the resultant
voltage v<t) = vet) dt = n 6(t) x 10-8,
When vet) is displayed on the Y plates of an Qscilloscope/and
the X plates are driven by a signal proportional to the
applied field H(t)/the area of the hysteresis loop is propor-
tional to jYCl,e H(t): diS(t). According to equation (3.3a),
therefore, values of the di~sipation WA ean be determined from
CRO photographs. This is, however, a tedious and expensive
procedure and, although some results quoted later were taken
in this way, the majority were obtained by a more soph1sti-
cated approach.

Combining equations
WA = 108

81r¥' n

(3.3b) and (3.4) leads to:
! H(t).v(t) dt. ergs-cm~2
/cycle
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and the power dissipated at a frequency f
= f x WA = 10f f H(t).V(t),dt.watts-cm-2

81f~ n cycle
= 1/ dt this last equation can be rewritten ascycleAs f

PA = 10~B1T~li'-n- H(t)V(t)dt
dt

watts-cm-2

The term in the bracket represents the time average of the
product H(t). vet) and if this is expressad as a voltage
Vav = K x ~ime average of H(t).V(t) ~.where K ls a qonstant
of the electronics, then

WA, = 10A ~=-=-_~_..X
81T2r nf!(

Equation (3.5) represents the basis of our technique.

Joules-cm-2 (3.5)

3.2.3. The apparatus
The voltage pick-up coils were wound directly on the

sample surface using 50 turns Qf 46 swg enamelled copper wire,
held in place by a solution of "Evostick" in benzene. The
completed specimen is shown in Fig.3.2. A few e~periments
were performed on strip samples and the coil arrangements were
as ~hown in Fig.3.3. The cut ends of the samples were
insulated with melinex tape.

A diagram of the perspex sample holder, 1s given in Fig.
3.4. The sample was held parallel to the applied field by
small end caps. Above the sample but still within the applied
field was a 20 turn compensation coil. The leads of this and
the pick-up coil were tightly twisted and solder connections
made well outside the field region. From the ~pldering pins
ran a twin screened lead, up the centre of the stainless
steel support tube and through a vacuum tight seal. At the
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end of a short length of the wire, beyond the end of the
probe was a diecast alloy box containing the compensation
circuit a~d the connections to the preamplifier. Considerable
care was taken with screening which was earthed at.one point
only.

The probe was supported in the cryostat by a sliding
seal (Fig.3.4Y so that the sample could be centred in the
magnetic field. The whole assembly was designed to be leak
tight, to facilitate var~able temperature measurements.

A block diagr~m of the electrical connections in the
external circuit is shown in Fig.3.5. In addition to the re-
quired signal voltages the pick-up eo~l volt~ge inevitably
included unwanted components proportional to the applied
field. These latter voltages which were often many times
larger than signal voltages were removed by the compensation
circuit (Fig.3.5). To do this a voltage was derived from a
second "compensation" coil in the applied field. When $uitably
phase-spifted and attenuated it was subtracted from the pick-
up coil voltage, in the differential preamplifier. Typical
uncompensated and compensated wave forms are shown in figure
3.7 a and b, for a niobium sample. (We shall discuss the
compensation procedure more fully in the next section.)

The preamplifier used in these experiments was a
Textronix 2A6l eRO beam-amplifier which, with the filters
suitably set had a noise level of about 5 micro-volts (peak-
to-peak). The switched gain ranged to 2 x 105• A Princeton
Applied Research CR4 Low Noise Preamplifier was acquired
recently and was used for some of the results. A series
resistor in the field-coil circuit (described in section 3.2).
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provided a field dependent voltage. This was passed through
a decade amplifier and fed into the multiplier circuits. To
derive the time average of the product of the signal voltage
and the field voltage a small analogue computer was assembled
(Fig.3.6).

The phase of the field signal was adjusted with the
network associated with operational amplifier ~.
Both signals were raised to the 100 volt level of the rest of
the'system by A2 and A3. The multiplier consisted of standarcl
Solatron analogue compute~ modules. The Quarter Squares
Multiplier (TR 1361) required, X, Y and -Y Signals, to derive
a product XY and amplifier A4 (AAl054) was used to invert the
field Signal. Amplifiers A, and A6 (also AA 10,4) completed
the network. The output Signal was av~raged in a Hewlett
Packard null-voltmeter. This meter reading, when multiplied
by the constants of equation 3." was a direct measure of
the dissipation. The waveforms at A, B, C and D were con-
stantly monitored to detect saturation of the amplifiers and
typical waveforms at A, Band D are shown in Figure 3.7 a, b
and c respectively. The last of these waveforms represents
the dissipation, which is time averaged on the output meter.

3.2.4 Compensation Progedure
I

Since the sinusoidal field component in the pickup coil
waveform was often a hundred times, or more, the strength of
the signal component, compensation was essential.' This was
achieved by subtracting an appropriate sinusoidal voltage trom
the pickup coil signal, in the differential pre-amplifier.,
The compensation circuit illustrated in figure 3., was used
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Figure 3.7
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a

b

c
Voltage waveforms, A to D in f1gs.3.5 and3.6, during a.c.loss measurement on niobium
with Hm = 1500 Oe. (a) Uncompensated pickup-
coil (A) (lmV/div) and field signi 1 (C)
(b) Compepsated pickup-coil CB) (O.lmV/div)
and field signal (C). (~) Computer output
(D).
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to make the necessary adjustments in ppase and amplitude.
Phase adjustments were found to be particularly crucial as,
in the extreme case, a shift of as little as 0.1% in~roduced
a 20% error into the final result.

A careful setting up procedure was therefore necessary
as follows. Rough compensation was first achieved by adjusting
the values in the compensation circuit to eliminate sinusoidal
components in the compensated waveform, observed on an
oscilloscope. Then in a low field, such that there was no
observed penetration of the sample, the total pickup-coil
voltage, now exclusively the sinusoidal dH/dt component, was
multiplied by the field signal in the multiplying circuits.
With the output meter switched to a sensitive range the computer

I

phase shift circuits (see figure 3.6) were set to give zero
reading on the scale.

Fine adjustment of the compensation circuit was then made
with respect to the field signal. With a sample that exhibited
no field penetration wl1at.3oever, in low fields, the potentio-
mete~on the compensation box were set to give zero reading on
the meter when the compensated and field signals were fed to
the multiplier. In the case of a material that was dissipa-
tive in low fields a similar procedure was adopted in the
smallest possible field compatible with the sensitivity of the
equipment. However, on occasions, as the field was increased
a negative loss reading was recorded due to over-compensation
initially and in this case small phase adjustments were made
until the negative reading disappeared. As a check on the
adjustment Easson Is{ 116 ) procedure was sometimes used. He
inspected the flat 'portions of the d~/dt waveform in large
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fields and varied the phase and amplitude until they lay on
the zero lineo We found~ however~ that this was not as
sensitive as our approach for the dissipative materialso

302050 Assessment of the technique
The overall sensitivity of the measurement is governed by

the noise in the preamplifier, the size of the sample and the
number of turns wound on the pickup-coilo In our experiments
the maximum sensitivity was 10-9 Joules-cm-2 but under normal
conditions 10~8 Joules-cm-2 was used as the onset of measurable
dissipationo

Over most of the range an accuracy of better than 5% was
estimatede The accuracy deteriorated at the lower limit of
sensitivity but, as results were usually taken which varied
Over four orders of magnitude~ the errors were not seriouso
When measuring large dissipations in very low fields the
compensation procedure sometimes led to a scatter in the results
and this was a basic weakness of the technique which we
believe to be difficult to improve upon.

To summarise, the equipment was capable of providing
accurate measurements of the dissipation in an alternating
fieldJfor a wide range of field amplitudes and frequencies/and
at temperatures between 2.0 and 4.2oK. In addition to good
sensitivity the equipment yielded loss results quickly and
directlyo The form of the samples led to versatility of
preparationo Examination of the waveforms also provided infor-
mation on the mode of field penetration and on both surface
and bulk critical currentso
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3030 Measurement of critical currents
As most theoretical expressions for the dissipation in the

mixed state involve the critical current density Jc(H),
measurements of this quantity were undertakeno Determination
of Jc(H) by direct transport current techniques was not considered
practical for the large samples being usedo Alternating field
techniques for obtaining Jc(H) were therefore adopted and three
different methods were investigated as followso

If a steady field HI is applied to a sample and then a
modulating field Rmsin zrrft is added, such that HV»hm, then in
the field interval CRi-hm)..c:R~(R '+hm), it can be assumed that
Jc(R) is constant, in most caseso Raving made this assumption
the field penetration can be analysed on the Bean model of the
critical state, and the value of Jc(R') obtainedo There are
three possible approaches which are discussed belowo
(a) Wave analysiso Bean(47) has shown that if the voltage
waveform, from an n-turn pickup-coil wound on a cylindrical
sample radius r, is analysed, the ~mplitude of the third harmonic

V3 = 4hm2 fnr x 10-8 volts
Jc (R')

Therefore, from a measurement of V3 a value for Jc(R') can be
derivedo This technique has been successfully used by Bean et
alo (149) and Love. (82)
(b) Dissipation measurementso As Jc(H') is assumed to be
constant throughout the alternating cycle the calculation for
the aocolosses is valid. We have shown (equation 207b) that

Ws = 4022 x 10-9 (hm3/Jc(RI) Joules-cm-20
Any technique that determines Ws can therefore be used to derive
values of Jc(H')o

,,~" '-/'

.- .. :......,
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The presence of large surface currents might be
expected to invalidate equation 207b and Easson(150) has
suggested a modification to allow for these/viz:

Ws = 4022 x 10-9 (hm -6.H/2)2 (hm +6.H)/Jc(Hi)

where ~H is the field change shielded by the surface currents 0
Surface currents similarly affect wave analysis measurementso
Fourier analysis of the voltage waveform will yield an expres-
sion for Jc and[lH, but in complex rorm,

Cc) Triangular fieldso If the sinusoidal modulating field is
replaced by a triangular field then dH/dt is constant, between
peaks~ and analysis of the pickup-coil voltage waveforms is----=-

Ullmaier(98) has shown that the voltage at timesimplifiedo
t is proportional to hm2/Jc (H i) [ t
of the voltages and time intervals

- .6.H. ,,] Direct measurements
Ith;f

can therefore yield values

303010 The apparatuso
To make any of the three types of measurement the same

field coils were requiredo In our experiments the large steady
fields were provided by an Oxford Instrument 3cm, 30kOeo
superconducting solenoid. The modulating coil was the subject
of some experiment before a superconducting coil was preferred
to one wound with normal copper wireo In its final form it
consisted of 8 layers of insulated, copper-clad NbZr wire on
a tufnol former and was driven by a signal generator and power
amplifiero It was calibrated, in situ, with a precision wound
search coilo Because of the linkage with the main solenoid the
calibration .was frequency dependent and varied between 418 Oe/Amp
at 50 Hz and 294 OE/Amp at 1~OOO Hzo The probe, preamplifier
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and the compensation circuit ~ere as described earlier and
the loss measurements were taken as beforeo A Bruel and
Kjo~r Wave Analyser was used for the harmonic analysisD

303020 Exploratory measurementso
To evaluate the relative merits of the three techniques

some preliminary measurements ~ere made on the critical current
density of an aged lead-bismith eutectic sampleo This was in
the form of a short hoLl.ovcylinder machined from an "as ca stII
ingot and aged at room temperature for more than a month. The
usual pickup-coil was wound on the outer surface and similar
cylinders were used as guard-rings at each end. For comparison
with the alternating field measurements a direct measure of
the critical current was made by slowly sweeping the steady
field until magnetic flux penetrated the centre of the cylin~ero
This was detected by amplifying the pickup-coil voltage on a
Keithley 148 Nanovo1tmeter and observing the output on an X-Y
recorder 0(151)

In figure 308 the solid line represents the results of
these last measurements, and the circles and crosses indicate
the harmonic and triangular field tests respectivelyo The
various results were taken over a period of timeand the super-
conducting properties of this alloy are known to change with
ageingo However the general trend in our results of reduced
critical current in the older samples 1s consistent with pub-
lished worko (152) When this is taken into account the agreement
between the results from each of the techniques is reasonableo

Loss measurements were made on a second lead-bismith
eutectic ring) using the hysteresis loop method/and a
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combination of steady and modulating fields~ With H! = 705KOeo,
Ws was found to be directly proportional to hm300 for values
of hm up to 200 Oev Also with h = 120 Oeo Ws~l/Jc(Hi) for a

m
wide range of Jc(Hl) values/determined from the swept field
measurementso

It seemed therefore that each of the three alternating
f'Lel.dtechniques was possible as a method of determining Jc(H') 0

It was realised however that the chosen test material was ideal
in many respects as the surface currents were very small, the
critical current varied gradually with HI and the Ginzburg-
Landau parameter K was largeo

The final choice was for the loss measurement approach.
Once the present equipment had been assembled, this measurement
was simple to take and its validity could be constantly checked
by plotting Ws against hm30 The triangular field measurements
were rejected because of the complications involved in
producing large triangular fields, needed for measuring high
critical current densities, and the inaccuracies introduced
when taking readings from an oscilloscope screen. Wave analysis
measurements had their attractions but an analyser was only
available on short loan and further capital outlay was not
meritedo

3u4. Magnetisation measurements
One of the .maj or weaknesses of much of the experiments on

the alternating properties of superconductors, reported in the
literature has been the absence of reliable magnetisation datao

'1

Rarely have the results been related to values of critical
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field obtained on the same sample. To avoid this situation
in our work a vibratirig sample magnetometer was assembled to
plot complete magnetisation curves. The design was essentially
a modification of the equipment used by Foner(153) with
features suggested by MroI.Williams of th~ National Physical
Laboratory.

The cylindrical samples were .located in a longitudinal
magnetic field between a matched pair of pickup-coils and
vibrated along the common axis. A diagrammatic arrangement of
the various components is shown in figure 3.9. Each of the

,
coils consisted of 5,000 turns of 50 swg enamelled copper
wire wound on the perspex former.

The tufnol sample holder 'was vibrated by a small vibrator
outside the cryostat acting on the thin-walled stainless-steel
support tube. Excitation of the vibrator was achieved with a
Pye-Ling 3VA power amplifier and an oscillator (Servomex LF141)..
A range of frequencies was available but the mechanical

Iresonances of the system and filter characteristics of the
electronics led to a choice of 70Hz. The amplitude of vibration
was less than 1 mmo

Adjustment was provided so that a specimen could be
placed symmetrically between the coils. This position was
determined as the condition for minimum output signal when the
coils were connected in series. This setting-up procedure was
extremely cri tical and both Mr.Williams and ourselves" haver

found that incorrect positioning produces anomalous curves.
In operation the pickup-coils were connected in series

opposition, the amplitude of the vo~tage output being directly
proportional to the magnetisation of the/sample.
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The external circuit is illustrated in figure 30100
After amplification the signal was fed to a phase sensitive
detector (PSD) (Brookdeal Electronics PSD/Meter Unit)u
Reference for the PSD was provided by the phase shift unit on
the oscillatoro The resultant docosignal was displayed on a
Moseley 7000A X~Y Recorder~ the other axis of which was driven
from the superconducting solenoid power supplyo

The applled field could be swept in either direction over
a range of sweep rates up to field strengths of 30 k Oeo A
plot of a complete magnetisation cycle could be obtained in a
few minutesu A heater, wound from 40 swg resistance wire~ was
provided on the sample holder to drive the sample normal when
requiredu The resolution of the equipment, when used with our
standard 5 mmo samples1 was about I Gaussu

305. Measurement of surface currents
One of the great advantages of alternating magnetic field

measurements, with a pickup-coil wound directly on the sample,
1s that direct observation of the voltage waveform can provide
much information on the mode of flux penetrationo In
particula~ the values of the surface currents can be determined.

If an alternating applied field, greater than Hel' 1s
applied to a superconducting material, as the field passes
through the peak value the surface currents will first be
reduced to zero and then reversedo The result is that the bulk
of the material is shielded against the field change for a
field interval :1Ho This shielding man Lf'ests itself as zero
voltage on the pickup-coil waveform for a time interval At
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given by I,j,H....Hm(l-cos 2lTf6t), following the time at which H =

Hmo Measurement of this time At, therefore~ yields a value
for LHe

Such measurements were made in the course of the loss
experiments, with a large alternating field, and also in the
critical current measurements when a modulating field was usedo
Also, in the course of the latter experiments,~H was determined
from the value of h at which a signal-voltage appeared1 inm
the presence of the steady field Hi 0 Agreement between the
results of the various approaches was excellent, especially in
view of the error involved in measurements of time intervals
on a eROu
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4.0 The experiments
Measurements of the dissipation in alternating magnetic

fields have been made on a wide range of materials. The
losses occurring below H~ and H~l in low-K materials have
been investigated and the effects of frequency, field ampli-
tude and temperature considered. The dissipation in the
mixed state has been measured for reversible and hysteretic,
high-and low-K materials and the predictions from critical
state model compared with the results. Surface currents have
also been investigated, particularly on niobium. All the work
has been related to the critical currents and the magnetisa-
tion curves.

4.1. Dissipation in the Meissner State
A.C.losses were measured below the appropriate critical

field on lead and niobium samples, using the multiplier
technique described previously. In addition to a variety of
surface treatments both frequency and temperature effects were
investigated.

4.1.1. Experiments on high purity lead
High purity lead of better than 99.999% purity, from the

Johnson Matthey Co.Ltd., was used. The samples were spark-
machined to size before the final surface treatment and were
left at room temperature for some days ,before being measured.

Details of the surface preparations given to the samples
are given below.
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Sample
Identification

Treatment

LC 1
LC 3
LC 2

coarse spark-machined (range 3)
fine spark-machined (range 7)
spk.-mchi7) then chem.polish

The surface treatments included spark-machining, using
a Metals Research Servomet Mark II machine, and chemical
polishing with a solution Of 80% acetic acid and 20% hydrogen
peroxide. Examination of the surfaces was undertaken on a
Cambridge Instruments 'Stereoscan' scanning electron micro-
scope and the micrographs are shown in figure 401. Plate (a)
shows that the coarse spark-machining produced an extremely
uneven surface a magnified feature of which is shown in plate
(b). The finer range 7 of the spark-machine resulted in a
much smoother surface but under the 2,700 x magnification
(plate (c) ) undulations are observedo The final chemical
polish, shown in plate (d), leaves a flat surface with small-
scale roughness on a scale much less than 0.1 micronso

The results of the loss measurements, taken at 4020K,
on the three samples are shown in figure 402 as a function
of the amplitude of the applied field Hmo Several observations
are apparent from these results, ioe.
(a) All the curves show a sharp increase in the dissipation
when Hm exceeds the critical field Hc, as determined by our
magnetisation measurements.
(b) A considerable reduction in the dissipation, Ws' below
He was produced by successive smoothings of the surface
profile. The curves are coincident at or very near to Hc•
(c) The lines drawn in figure 4.2 represent the mean values
of results taken on the three samples at 90Hzo Measurements
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taken at other frequencies on LC 1 are shown as points about
the 90Hz lineo The loss per cycle was apparently independent
of frequency between 45 and 450 Hzo
Cd) Results taken on LCl using the calorimetric technique
are also plotted for comparisono While there is approximate
agreement between the results of the two techniques the
variation of Ws with Hm is quite differento We believe this
demonstrates one of the weaknesses of the calorimetric techniqu~
as we surmise that demagnetising effects at the sample ends
give rise to the increase in dissipation below Hco

The independence of Ws on frequency is indicative of the
hysteretic nature of the dissipation, as resolved by other
authors(114~117)o As all the samples came from the same
starting material, received identical preliminary treatments
and were allowed to age, we believe that the metallurgical
state of their surface and near~surface layers to be similaro
Therefore the variation in dissipation between the samples is
probably a function of the surface profile onlyo Certainly
a surface of the type illustrated in figures 4(a) and 4(b)
will have very large demagnetising coefficients locally, at
surface irregularities, and penetration of the field will
take place at applied fields less than H~o This is in agreement
with Buchold's ideas for rough surfaces(117)o His expression
for the dissipation was proportional to Hm2~(Hm) where ~(Hm)
is the depth of penetration of the surface irregularitieso
~ (Hm) is expected to be a function of high powers of Hm so

Ws~Hm(2+n) is predictedo The plots for LQ 1 and LC 3 in
Figo402 show (2+n) to be 400 and 204 respectivelyo This
reduction in n from 2 to o~4, between the two spark-machined
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finishes is consistent with a reduction in the local
demagnetising coefficiento

Further evidence of the part played by local demagnetising
effects is the variation of dissipation with sample temperatureo
Experiments were performed at temperatures below 4020K by
pumping on the helium bath, as described in section 30lQ The
results are shown in Figo4.3 for Le 3 where they are plotted
against the reduced field Hm/Hc(t)o Hc for each temperature
was calculated assuming Hc(402) = 550 Oeo and Hc(t) = Hc(0)(1-t2)
(see equation 201)0 The continuous line represents the
results taken at 4.20K (from Fig.402) and all results were at
90Hzo

All the results taken at the four different temperatures
lie very close to a common line. That Hm/Hc is therefore the
important parameter, is indicative of the relevance of
demagnetising effects to the aocolosseso
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401020 Experiments on niobium samples.
As lead is a type I superconductor regions of normal

material are formed, once the critical field Hc has been
exceeded locally, andparts of the surface layer are essentially
in the intermediate stateQ The resultant dissipation is
therefore a function of the normal state resistivityo Type

I

II superconductors, on the other hand, break down into the
mixed state in fields above the lower critical field Hclo
Thus once field penetration has occurred at surface irregu-
larities the resultant dissipation should depend on the
superconducting parameters of the near surface layerso Rocher's
measurements(114) have shown evidence of thiso

To explore this feature dissipation measurements were
made on cylindrical niobium samples 3 cmolong by 5 mmo in
diameter. One set of samples came from cold-worked niobium
rods, of 99084% purity, supplied by Murex Ltd. A second set
were electron-beam zone-refined from the first batch of
materials and all the samples were in single-crystal for~ of
no particular orientationo

The detailsof the samples, and the various surface
treatments they received are given in table 402 belovo

The chemical polish was a solution of 75% HN03 and 25%
HF and the electropolishing was done in a 90%H2S04, 10% HF
mixtureo In the latter experiments. a platinum beaker was
used as the cathode with a current density of about 3A-cm-2o
During mechanical polishing" the samples were spun on a lathe
while 200 and 600 grit paper and then 6-micron and I-micron
diamond cloths were appliedo When the spark-machine was
used samples were finished on the finest range 70
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Sample
Identification Surface Treatment

Polycrystalline
NBC 2
NBC 24
NBC 1.9
NBC 18
NBC 16

as received
fine spark-machined (7)
chemically polished
1 micron mechanically polo
1 micron mech.polo/elecopolo

Single Crystal
NBC 14
NBC 15
NBC 23
NBC 22
NBC 22 (a)
NBC 22(b)

A
A
B
B
B
B

spk-mch 7/elecopolished
spk-mch 7/mech~pol./elecopolo
as grown
fine spark-machined (7)
spk-mch 7/mechopolo
spk-mch 7/mech.pol/chemopolo

Table 402. Details of the surface treatments on the niobium
samples

The scanning electron-microscope (SEM) was used to examine
the surfaces of the polycrystalline samples and the micrographs
are shown in figure 4.4. In each case the view is looking
along the axis of the cylindrical samples. Both the lias
received"(a) and the spark-machined (b) samples had very uneven
surfaces, the latter being the most distortedo Chemically
polishing the samples (c) obviously removed a lot of the
roughness but apparently brought out the swagging texture of
the supplied polycrystalline rodo However, the valleys and
ridges were all parallel to the sample axis and also to the
applied field. The final picture (d) of the mechanically
polished sample shows a fairly smooth surface with protuber-
ances of less than a microno

Corresponding loss measurements are given in figure 405;
all the readings were taken at 50Hz and are plotted against
the amplitude of the applied field Hmo Also shown is the
value of Hcl determined from our magnetisation measurements.
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In such hysteretic materials it is difficult to get an exact
value) but it was estimated to be 1350 ~ 50 Oeo

Both the "as received"(A) and spark-machined(B) samples
exhibited extensive losses in fields well below Hcl. The
dissipation was greatly reduced by the chemical poli~h (C) and
after a I-micron mechanical polish (D) a detectable level was
not measured until Hm exceeded Hcl. An identical curve was
found for a 6-micron finish and when a I-micron surface was
electropolished. Each reduction in the losses shown in curves
A to ·D corresponds to a smoother surface than the last as
illustrated in the SEM pictures (a) to (d) in figure 4.4.
Therefore, as with the lead samples, the low-field dissipation
would seem to be due to premature penetration of the surface
irregularities. Although the chemically polished surface (c)
is by no means smooth, as the applied field is applied parallel
to the peaks and valleys, demagnetising effects are limitedo

Rough as the spark-machined surface is compared with the
liasreceived" finish, the much larger losses in the former are
probably not solely a result of the profile; indeed on a
Talysurf machine the traces are remarkably alike. Even well
above H 1 curve B remains aboveA and this suggests that thec '/
critical current density near the surface of B is markedly
less than in A. During the spark-machining process) some 0.012cm.
was removed from the surface, presumably including the heavily
worked layers due to the original forming of the rods (presumed
to be a grinding operation)o Thus in the liasreceived" sample,
and also in the chemically and mechanically polished samples,
neither of which had much of their surface removed, the dissi-
pation is kept low by high critical current densities, even
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when the surface is penetrated by the magnetic field.
In view of the importance of the metallurgical state of

the surface a set of measurements, similar to those just;

described, were made on single-crystal sampleso :The grain
boundaries having been removed, the critical currents of these
samples were considerably less than the previous seto Once
again the level of the dissipation was reduced by successive
polishings and a I-micron finish was sufficient to eliminate
measurable losses below Hclo

The difference between the polycrystalline and the
single crystal behaviour is illustrated in figure 406. Curve
P is for NBC 14, a single-crystal sample which had been
chemically polished, after spark-machining, and Q for the
chemically polished polycrystalline sample, NBC 19 (see table
4.2). The two surfaces were of similar proflle in a direction
parallel to theapplied fieldo The greatly increased losses
above Hel, shown by curve ~ are indicative of the much reduced
critical current density in the single crystal compared with
the cold worked material. However it is in the low field
region where the major difference occurred. Local demagnet-
iSing factors were probably very similar for the two
materials and yet measurable losses were detected at 200 Oe.

for the single crystal and not until 1200 Oeo for the poly-
crystalline sample. Furthermore after the onset of measurable
dissipation the curve P levels off until bulk penetration
occurs.

We suggest the following model to account for the
variation of low-field losses. Once field penetration has
commenced loc~lly at irregularities, it is expected to advance,
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as the applied field is increased until all the protuber-
ances above the mean level of the surface are complately in
the mixed stateo Further increase of the applied field
should only result in further penetration, and thus losses,
when Hm exceeds Hcl• The value of Hmat which this "surface
saturation" occurs will be a function both of its critical
current density and the depth of the profile.

Applying these ideas to the curves in figure 406, that
for the single crystal (p) would indicate that "surface
saturation" occurred at about 1000 Oeo while no such phenomena
was noticeable belOW Hcl for the high current d~nsity,
polycrystalline sample (Q)o Further evidence in support of
this model is that we have observed much larger losses in a
single crystal with a shiny but undulating surface, than in
a spark machined sample with sharp but small scale
protuberances.

4.1030 Discussion of surface losses
All the dissipation measurements, on both lead and

niobium samples, support the idea of local penetration of the
magnetic field at sharp peaks on the sample surf'ace, in fields
less than the appropriate critical field. The dependence of
the losses in lead on Hm/Hc(t), over a range of temperatures,
is evidence of the formation of local areas of intermediate
state, in this type I superconductor. Even a rudimentary
smoothing of the surface, as shown by the SEM photographs,
radically reduces the dissipation in low fields. For example;
a mechanical polish to 6 microns is sufficient to reduce the
losses in niobium to less than 10-8 Joules-cm-2, until Hcl
is exceeded.



We have proposed a model of "surface saturation" in
which all the irregularities are penetrated at a value of
the field determined by the metallurgical state of the
surface layerso In samples with a large critical density
this field is in excess of Hcl and no marked change in slope
of the loss curve is detected when bulk penetration commences.
However, the reversible single crystals show signs of
saturation in low fields and the losses increase sharply when
Hcl is exceeded.

The presence of a heavily worked surface layer due to
a drawing,machining or grinding operation greatly modifies
the losses both above and below Hcl. If the current density
is approximately 106A-cm-2 then such a layer need only be
0001 cm thick to effectively shield the less hysteretic bulk
of a sample, in fields up to 2,000 Oe. It is important that
this point is considered when analysis of results on, say,
rolled strip is attempted. We shall see later how results from
a mechanically polished single crystal are radically
modified in this way.

One important consequence of the results of these
surface loss experiments is that if a conductor can be produc,d' .
with a well polished surface the resultant losses will not be
a problem in potential applications. Results we shall present
later, and experiments by Easson(lOO), have shown that niobium
strip rolled on a Sendzmir mill has such a finish and should
satisfy the requirements of the designers.
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4020 Dissipation in the mixed state - high-K materials
In chapter 2 we discussed the application of the critical

state model to predict the a.cobehaviour of hysteretic high-K
materialso Transport current measurements on Nb-Zr wires
agreed especially well with the theory (see figure 208)0 Few
measurements have been reported of the dissipation in applied
alternating fields when surface currents should play an
important role"

When discussing the critical current techniques in section
303, we mentioned briefly measurement of losses made on a lead-
bismith eutectic sample.(15l) In these experiments, in which
small modulating fields of amplitude hm were applied in
addition to a steady field HI, the predictions of the simple
Bean model were found to hold closely. ioe. Ws~hm and WSOL

l/Jc(H'). On examination of the assumptions, implicit in th~
use of the critical state model under alternating conditions,

,listed in section 203, it can be seen that most of them were
well satisfied. Although the relationship between the current
density J and the electric field E was not known in this case,
the lead alloys are good thermal conductors so, for small ~,
temperature rises will have been small; no flux jumps were
observed in the alternating field measurements or in the static
magnetisation curve; as the sample had been aged for sometime
it was of homogeneous structure. The particular assumptions
of the Bean treatment were also well satisfied (see section
203.1) as, for small ~, the critical current density was
constant; as H '-hm", Hcl and H II+ hm~H02 the sample was always
in the mixed state and the measured surface currents were very
small « 20 Oe ..).
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On the basis of the model ,therefore, these measurements
were carried out under ideal conditions. However we also
performed experiments on samples 01' niobium-zirconium and
niobium-titanium alloys in large alternating fields, which put
greater demands on the theorieso

~o201o Niobium-zirconium and Niobium-titanium
Samples of Nb25%Zr and Nb44%Ti were provided, by IMI, in

the form of cold drawn rods4 These were then machined to the
requisite size and chemically polished before measurement. As
with most of these cold-worked niobium based materials such
a polish is difficult to control and a pearly finish was
obtained on the specimen surfaces.

Magnetisation measurements were made on both the samples
and the initial magnetisation curves are shown in figure 4.7.
An attempt was made to plot complete loops but the incidence
of flux-jumps made this impossible on such bulky and thus
poorly-cooled samples. The curves are typical of very hysteretic
type II superconductors and, as such, determination of Hcl was
impossible, this again being hindered by the large sample volume.
However, a useful parameter that was extracted from these
curves, for application to theory, was the applied field at
which -41M attained its maximum value.

The results of the dissipation measurements are shown in
figure 4.8. The onset of measureable dissipation occurred at
about 200 OeD for. the Nb-Ti and 400 OeD for the Nb-Zr. Values
of Hcl for these two materials are rarely given in the
.literature as, for the reasons stated above, it is difficult
to determine. However, at first sight, 200 OeD and 400 OeD
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are not unreasonable values for the respective materials. In
higher fields the curves are similar but as theapplied field
is increased beyond 2000 Oe.the Nb-Zr sample is the more lossy.
This is consistent with the greater hysteresis shown by the
Nb-Ti sample (in figure 4.7), in fields upward of this value,
indicative of a larger critical current density than in the
Nb-Zr.

In figure 4.9 the loss measurements have been replotted
on a log-log scale and it is apparent that the dissipation
obeys the power law Ws -< Hmn in hf gh fields. The value of n is
4.0 and 3.7 for the Nb-Zr and Nb-Ti samples respectively. The
results on the Nb-Zr are therefore in agreement with the
predictions of the critical state (equation 2.8), assuming the
cur rent density follows the modified Kim expression Jc (H)= C(../H.

Using these ideas, a good fit was obtained, to the high-field
results, with~= 2.5 x 108 Oe.A-cm-2 (see line A in figure 4.9).
This value ofc(corresponds favourably with the value of
~ = 1.1 x l080e.A-cm-2 obtained by Kim et al.(44) for this
material.

An attempt was to have been made to apply the equation
derived by Irie and Yamafuji(55), Wv= O.054(2-~) Hm4-~/Ha2-Y ,
using values of the con~tants ¥ and Ha derived from the
magnetisation curves in figure 4.7. However, the formula given
in their original paper(55), for determiningtfrom the initial
magnetisation curve, was found to be inaccurate and, at the
time of writing, clarification is awaited from the authors. A
partial analysis was possible however, using values of Ha
determined from the magnetisation curves and a suitably chosen
value of"t. As the theory predicted W-.Hm (4-r, ie.n=(4-/t)
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the values were taken as 'i =0 for Nb-Zr and '(= 0033 for Nb...Ti,
with Ha determined as 4.47kOe. and 15.lkOeo respectively.
The resultant lines are shown in figure 409 for Nb-ZrCB) and
Nb-TiCC) and the agreement with experiment is not particularly
good. Line B is a factor 5 too large compared with the solid
circles, indicating the experimental points, and line C is a
factor 2 below the crosses.

The apparent lack of success of a theory, which had
reliably predicted results on Nb-Zr wires (see figure 2.8), was
surprising. However, several factors may have contributed to
tpe discrepancieso The size of the samples will have been
important as Ha is size dependant and the peak values in -4~~
occurred at fields well above those used in the loss measurements.
The variation of JcCH) with H, for both materials, is probably
very different in the two regions. The size factor may also
have been important in that the depth from the surface
penetrated by the alternating field, was only a small fraction
of the overall radius. The machining of the sample and the
original drawing process will have resulted in structural
inhomogeneities in the near-surface layers. Therefore the
magnetisation curves and the loss measurements were probably
on parts of the sample of effectively different average
critical current density. Finally the presence of surface
currents and temperature effects may have undermined the theory.

In low fields the experimental results are influences by
the supposedly diamagnetic region Hel>H>-Hcl. Easson's
ealeulations(lOO) were used in attempt to match these low-field
results on the Nb-Zr sample. Their expression for the
dissipation was Ws= 4022xlO-9 CHm')2 (lo5Hcl+Hm') Joules-cm-2

Je(R)
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where Hm' = (Hm - Hcl)o The problem was to select a value for
Hclo The point at which measurable dissipation commenced, i.eo
400 Oe., was a clue to a value, but the surface currents had
to be considered. These were measured, on the NbZr sample,
from the pickup-coil voltage waveforms, as described in
section 3.5., and the results are summarised in figure 4010.
To a first approximation, the field interval~H(Hm) following
the peak field Hm, during which the surface currents first
reduce to zero and then reverse, is proportional to I/Hm20

Ullmaier(97) has shown that the effective amplitude of the
applied field is (Hm-tdR(Rm» and it seems likely that until
this effective field exceeds Hcl no dissipation will be
recordedo As the threshold value of Hm = 400 Oe., and tAH(400)
= 135 Oeo, on this criterion Rcl~265 Oe. Yasukochi et al.(51)
calculated Hcl = 250 Oeo from Hc2 and thermodynamic data, SO
this result is credibleo

Therefore we submitted Hm' = Hm-tAH(Hm)-Hcl in Easson's
equation with values of Jc(R) calculated from Jc(R) = ~ and

H
values of AH determined from figure 4.10. The curve D on
figure 409 is the result with Hcl = 250 Oe. andec= 3.5 x 1080e•
A-cm-2• In view of the simplifying assumptions and estimates
made, the agreement with the experimental points (solid circles)
is good.

402020 Discussion
It has been shown that the critical state model in its

various forms is successful in predicting the a.c.losses in
high-K superconductors, under certain conditions. With small
alternating fields, in the presence of a bias field, and when
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surface currents are small, the Bean simplification of the
model is perfectly adequate. However, when large alternating
fields are applied the more complex forms of the critical
state are requ Ired , When Hm::>;>Hcl the expression Wso<.Hmn
applies with 3 .c n-e 40 The Nb-Zr sample must have contained
a low density of pinning centres as n=~ and Jc(H) = ole A

Hhigher density of pins was present in the Nb-Ti as indicated
by the lower value of no The theory of Irie and Yamafuji(55)
was applied to our results but agreement between theory and
experiment was poor.

Some success was achieved in fitting Easson's(lOO) expres-
sion for the dissipation, suitably modified to allow for the
surface currents, to experimental results near Hcl. However
the flux distribution in a type II superconduotor, when the
field is reduced below Hcl' is still not olear. We shall
consider this point in a later sectiono

Finally, the surface currents,in low fie1ds, were an
approximate function of IIHm20
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4.3. Dissipation in the mixed state - cylindrical niobium
samples.

Of all the ~ow-K superconducting materials, elemental
niobium has been the most thoroughly studied. From a fundamen-
tal point of view, it represents an ideal type II superconductor
of low-K which can be easily obtained in high-purity and single
crystal form and, as such, has been the subject of many
experiments. However, the properties that have lead it to be
included in our experiments are its high critical temperature
(9.20K), large value of the lower critical field Hcl(1400 Oe.)

and reasonably current carrying capacity in low fields
(105 to 106 A-cm-2 at 2 kOe.). These are the features which
are attractive to an a.c.applications engineer, especially
when found in a material of which tbe production technology is..
well developed.

As mentioned in an earlier section· (2.4), many of the a.c.
measurements reported in the literature have been on this
material. Ho)/~vet, rarely have the results been successfully
matched by theory. Apart from weaknesses in experimental
techniques, two likely reasons for this failure have been the
hitherto unaccounted for surface currents and the response of
the ma teria It.''When the applied field is reduced below Hcl•

The experiments we have reported earlier in this chapter,
have shown that for Hm':::Hcl, the measured dissipation is
dependent on the surface profile and can be reduced by suitable
polishing. The region of uncertainty is when Hm is greater
than Hcl but the field is reduced below Hcl for part of the
cycle, i.e. HC::Hcl< Hm. We shall discuss this, and other
pOints, in relation to measurements on cylinders of niobium.
In the next section we shall consider experiments on thin
niobium strips.
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4.3010 Polycrystalline samples
The samples studied were those used in the measurement

of surface losses (see section 4 ..L2 for de tai Ls ), in particular"
those "as received", claemically polished and mechanically
polished. The magnetisation curves for these three samples
are illustrated in figure 4.11 together with magnetic data
extracted from the curves. The values of Hcl can only be
approximate as this point is difficult to identifY,with such
hysteretic samples.

We have already suggested that the more polished
surfaces had a lower critical current density, due to the
partial removal of the heavily worked outer skin, and this is
probably the cause of the reduced high-field hysteresis in these
two samples. On the other hand, the less zero-field trapped
flux in the rough "as received" specimen is almost certainly
a property of the surface profi1eo

Dissipation measurements, made at 50Hz on the two
polished samples, are plotted in figure 4.12. (The "as received"
sample is not included, as the low field dissipation masks
the mixed-state losses.) The mechanically polished samplewas
less dissipative in high fields, which further supports the
idea of a high~Jc layer partially removed by each polish.
However, the lower field Lossesver e much less and surface
currents were throught to be the cause of this differential.
Therefore the pickup-coil voltage waveforms were examined to
determine the value_of these currents. Typical waveforms are
shown in figure 4.13 for the two extreme finishes. Surface
currents were calculated from the length of the horizontal

,

part of the tlrace, as described in section 3.5., and the points
plotted in figure 4.l4(a) are the result. The field interval
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AH, for which the currents screen the bulk of the sample,
is shown on the left hand axis and the equivalent surface
current density,f,;A'-cm-2, on the right hando The broken lines
have gradient of -2 so H-'lIHm2, as an approximation, for the
polished sampleso Larger surface currents were observed on
the smoother surfaces andAH was as large as 800 Oe. at
Hm=1500 Oeo for that mechanically polishedo Thus there was
a field discontinuity across the surface of 400 Oe, and the
effective amplitude of the applied field was 1500-400 = 1100 oe~
at thispoint.

The variation of I:lH between samples can therefore be used
to explain the different losses observedo If indeed the
effective applied field Hml'can be considered to be (Hm-~H/2),
then the larger the value of ~H, the smaller the losses will
be for a given value of Hmo Indeed the horizontal sepa,ration
of the plotted points X and Y in figure 4.12 is comparable
wi th the difference in c1H/2 values determined from figure It.14(a).
Although Hml1s often less than the value we have put on Hcl)
dissipation is still measured and field penetration is observed.
Application of theoretical models is therefore fraught with
difficulties. However the critical current density was
measured to provide values of Jc(H) for substitution in the
appropriate expressions. The modulating field/aoc.loss
technique, described in section 3.3, was used on the "as
machined" sample. Although use of this sample may have
resulted in small discrepancies, it was essential that the
surface currents were small for the technique to be viable.
The results are shown in figure 4.l4(b) and, over the low field
range, the relationship Jc,=CI(/H was found to apply, with
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When this critical-current/field relationship was
inserted into the sample critical state equation
Ws= 4022 x 10-9 (Hm)3/Jc(H) J _cm-2 the solid line in figure
4.12 resulted. At high fields this line is a reasonable
asymptote to the measured losses. As expected, when Hm>~Hcl
and~H is small the predictions of the un-modified critical

-,
state model are valido

To account for the supposedly diamagnetic region below
Hcl the expressions fls= 4022 x 109 (Hm-Hcl)_2(005}icl+Hm),/JC(H)

(lOO}has been proposed 0 Using our measured values of Jc(H) and
Rcl = 1350 Oeo the broken line in figure 4012 walJobta,ined.
Agreement with the experiments is extremely poor, especially
in high fields where the surface currents were only small.
However one of the basic assumptiqns behind the,derived
expression, was that no flux entered or left the ~ample for
-/Hm/,Hc:+/Hm/o Examination of the waveforms in figure 4.13
reveals that d~/dt is always non-zero in this field interval.
At best, the minimum in d0/dt, shown in plates (e) to (h), only
exists as the field is increased from zero to +/Hm/ and only in
the best polished sample. In view of this movement of flux
across the surface throughout the whole cycle, the above
expression is hardly expected to be accurate.

403.20 Heat-treated polycrystalline samples
As the dissipation in the mixed state ispredicted to be

an inverse function of the critical current density Jc(H), any
Change in the metallurgical state of a sample which affects
Jc(R), will cause the a.colosses to vary. Heat treatment of
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niobium had been shown to first ~ncrease the critical current,
I
Ias the temperature of treatment was raised, and then cause it

to decrease(154,155~ However previous loss measurements on
('107)'heat-treated niobium strips had not matched this behaviour. '

To further investigate thispoint a series of our poly-
crystalline rods were heat-treated and the dissipation
measured. All the samples were chemically polished before and
after heat treatment, in a Metals Research 2inch furnace, which
we fitted with vacuum equipmento A vacuum of better than
10-5torrowas maintained during the 2 hour heating cycles.

Details of the heat treatments, the magnetisation curves
and extracted data are shown in figure 4.15 and the dissipation
measurements, taken at 50 Hz, are in figure 4.16.

It can be seen from the magnetisation curves that the
critical fields, as well as the degree of hysteresis, is
changed by heat treatment. The reduction in Hc2 in the high-
temperature samples is probably due to both the mod1ficat'ion
of the dislocation structure and a reduction in the amount of
dissolved gases Steigler et al(157) showed that dislocation
rearrangement commenced above 7600C and Williams and Catterall
(154) recorded a reduction in Hc2 ~t higher temperatures.
As the heat-treatment took place in a reasonable vacuum it
is probatle that some outgassing occurred. It is known that
the presence of dissolved gasses increase K, and thus Hc2.(66,156)
A considerable reduction in hysteresis and zero-field trapped
flux was noted between Boooe and 10000e and can be attributed

,
to the first stages of recrystallisation.

The reduction of hysteresis ia symptomatic of a decrease
in the critical current density due to removal of pinning
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centres. There should therefore be a corresponding increase
in the alternating field losses. This was observed, as
illustrated in figure 4016, the biggest increase being between
the 800 and 10000c sampleso

A study of the voltage waveforms in these experiments
showed, with the high temperature samples at least, that when
the applied field was below Hcl during the cycle, little flux
escaped from the sample. 'rhe existence of such a near-diamagnetic
region and the small surface currents were ideal conditions for

I )

the application of the modified critical state model. With
Hcl = 1300 Oe. and Jc assumed to be constant for each sample the
solid lines in figure 4.16 were drawn. The values of Jc were
chosen by matching the curves to the results at Hm = 1800 Oe. and
are indicated on the diagram. The low-field discrepancies
between theory and experiment are probably due to surface losses,
but elsewhere the agreement is reasonable.

No evidence of apeak value for Jc was observed,but the
temperature intervals were probably not sufficiently close for
such an affect to be detected. From 206 x 105 A-cm-2 the
critical current den.ity was reduced to 8-6 x 102 A-cm-2 by a
2 hour,lOOOoC anneal, striking evidence of the role of defect
structure in pinning magnetic flux. It is evident from the
voltage waveforms, and the success of the theory, that samples
with a low critical current density are often genuinely diamag-
netic below Hcl. This is in contrast to ths samples with a
high Jc where flux continues to escape, at least until the
applied field ls zero.
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403030 Single-crystal samples
As an extension to the loss measurements on heat-treated

samples with a low critical current density~ single crystals of
niobium were studiedo These were electron-beam zone-refined
from the "as received" polycrystalline rodo

The lack of metallurgical defects present in the samples
resulted in very low critical current densitieso As soon as
Hcl was exceeded, the losses in the "as grown" samples increased
steeply, as shown earlier in figure 406. As this transition
was very sharp, the influence of surface currents, on the field
of first penetration, could be easily observedo

A careful experiment was performed, in which one sample
was given a succession of surface treatments. Both magnet4sa-
tion a,nd a sc s Loas curves were determined, at each stage, and
these are shown in figures 4017 and 4018 respectively. It was
(A) spark-machined, on the finest range 7, from the "as grown"
crystal, then (B) mechanically polished to 1 micron and
finally (C) etch-po1ishedo

Neither curve for the spark-machined sample (A) differed
from that for the "as grown" crystal, so this process would
appear to have not caused any structural damage. The initial
magnetisation curve was characteristic of a fairly reversible
type II superconductor with Hcl....,1300Oe. and Hc2 = 3,100 oe,

Assuming Hc to be 1550 Oe. (as measured by De Sorbo(66) and
Finnemore et a1.(158» this gave a value of K = 1.4 for this
sample. Bulk losses commenced at Hm = 1300 Oe., consistent
with the measured values of Hcl.

The mechanical polish (B) had a drastic effect on both
the magnetisation loop and the dissipation. Detectable losses
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did not occur until Hm> 1425 Oe, and they increased only
gradually, compared with (A). Then at Hm"'2000 Oe. the curve
resumed its familiar steep slopeo This was also the field at
which the magnetisation curve ceased to have diamagnetic slope

I

Hfp· The initial magnetisation loop exhibited considerable
hysteresis and there were large sheath currents above Hc20

Some 70 microns were then etched off the surface (C)

leaving a highly polished finisho Much of the hysteresis was
removed and when a further 30 microns were removed, in the same

"

fashion, no change was noted in either of the curves (C) on
figures 4.17 and 4018.

It would appear, therefore, that the mechanical polish
introduced cold~work into a layer less than 70 microns deep
from the surface. As a result this layer had a much larger
Jc(H) than the bulk of the sample. We suppose that this modi-
fied the mode of field penetration upto 2000 Oeo when the bulk
of the sample was penetrated. On removal of this layer the
sample was, probably, once more homogeneouso However the
brightly polished surface, that resulted, modified the experi-
mental results, when compared with the original curves (A).

Once again we attributed this effect to surface currents
and measured these from the voltage waveforms. Typ1ca~ wave-
shapes are" illustrated in figure 4.19 and these should be
compared with those for the polycrystalline samples, in figure
4.130 The measured surface currents are shown in figure 4020,
the broken lines being drawn as an approximate mean of the
results.' As the values of H for the spark-machined material
were insignificant and the waveshapes indicated partial
diamagnetism between -/HCli and + 'Hcll ' the modified critical
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state equations were evoked to explain the results. Three
spot measurements of the critical current density were made,
using the modulating field technique (see section 303) and
the results were:

H 1350 1410 1500 Oe.
Jc(H) 402 x 103 2.4 x 103 906 x 102 A-cm-2

With Hcl =: 1300 Oersteds the empirical relation Jc(H) =: -j(H-Hcl)
fitted these results fairly well and so equation 2012 was
applicable.

Ws ::4022 x 10-9 (Hm-Hcl)2 (10414 Hcl + 10026 (Hm-Hcl) ~Jc(H)
The solid line A on figure 4018 ls the result of ~uch a calcu-
lation and it approximates to the measured values of the dissipa-
tiono The calculation was then repeated with Hm replaced by
(Hm -l\H/2), with values of.1H taken from line C in figure 4.20.
Solid line C in figure 4018 emerged,and lay close to the points
determined for the etch-polished sample.

Therefore, the differences in the besponse of the sample,
to applied fields, with a rough surface and then with a bright
finish, can be attributed entirely to surface currents flowing
above the mixed state.

40304. Discussion
In the cold-worked po1ycrystal1ine samples the high-field

losses were in general agreement with the simple eritical state
model, with Jc = 0(, lB. This was only the case, however, when
Hm~Hcl and the surface currents were sma1lo In low fields,
and when the sample was well polished, these currents became a
dominant factor. The modified critical state equations(lOO)
were based on the assumption that the sample would be diamagnetic
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in the field interval - I HCII to + IHcII and in the hysteretic
materials this was not the case. At best,no flux moved across
the sample surface between H = 0 and + IHcIl 0 It was therefore
not surprising that the match, between theory and experiment,
was poor.

With samples of small surface currents and low critical
density, such as the single crystals and the high-temperature
annealed specimen, the equations which accounted for the region
below Hcl were reasonably applicableo Values of the appropriate
Jc(H) were not always available but the figures, used in the
equations to match the experimental points, were realistic.

The experiments on surface-treatments of one single-
crystal sample showed the importance of the superconducting
properties of near-surface layerso A damaged layer of less
than 70 microns drastically modified both the magnetisation
curve and the dissipation measurements. Similar damaged "skins"
in machined, polycrystalline samples, reduced the losses in
moderate fields.

Although surface currents modified the response of the
samples, to the applied field, we found that the theories could
be modified to account for this. By replacing Hm by(Hm-AH/2)
in the critical state equations, the theory-experiment mismatch
could be eliminated. Extending this idea, it seems reasonable
that no field penetration into a sample should occur, until the
applied field H is such that (H- AH(H)!2»l!lo In this case one
should regard measured values of Hcl with some caution until
the surface currents are knowno The loss curve for the spark
machined samp1,drawn in figure 4.5/ShOWS a change in slope at
Hm~1200 Oe., the chemically polished sample is penetrated at
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1250 and losses are not measured in the mechanically polished
until 1350 Oeo It is conceivable that these differences can
be accounted for in terms of the sur~ace currentso More work
is required to investigate this pointo

404 Dissipation in the mixed state - niobium strips
In the measurements made on the cylindrical niobium specimen

the complete bulk of the sample was rarely penetrated, except in
the case of the more reversible single crystals. In terms of
the fields defined in section 2.3.1., Hm4'Hp, for most of the
experiments.

Therefore, as an extension to our study, alternating field
measurements were made on cold-rolled niobium strip samples of
a range of thicknesses. In these experiments Hp was often
exceeded and the theoretical predictions were tested over a
wider range, than previously.

Apart from these paints of fundamental interest, niobium
strip conductors have potential application in a.c.superconduc-
ting devices. Several laboratories, including our own, had been
studying such conductors, (under the sponsorship of the
Ministry of Technology) but disagreed on some results taken on
similar samples. Our experiments were also designed to throw
some light on the paints at dispute.

The strip samples were cut, from the material to be studied,
into pieces 2.5 cm.square. Some 30 to 40 turns of 46 swg wire
were wound flat on the strip, in the direction of rolling, and
held in contact with the surface 'With diluted "Evostick". This
relative orientation of rolling~direction and pickup-coil was
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chosen to simulate the direction of roll and self-field, when
the strip carried a transport current. The sample was then
mounted on the perspex former (see figure 303) and wired into
the sample holder (figure 304)0

Dissipation measurements were made over a range of fre-
quencies but, as no frequency dependence was observed, 50 Hz or
90 Hz were most commonly used.

404010 Kawecki-Hancox strip
The major disagreement between the Ministry of Technology

contractors concerned the value of the dissipation, measured in
applied fields less than Hcl, on similar niobium strips. To
settle these argUments a length of 0.005 inostrip, supplied
by the Kawecki-Billiton Corporation was distributed to all the
laboratories concerned, by Dr.Hancox of the Culham Laboratory.
This we have identified as the Kawecki/Hancox strip.
Magnetisation measurements and the variation of the surface
currents with Hm are shown in figure 4021 and the dissipation
measurements are plotted in figure 4022. Also drawn on this
latter figure are results taken on the same material by two
other groups. The variation between the three sets of results
emphasises the remarks, made earlie~concerning the care that
must be taken with experimental conditions, especially when
deciding on the conductor geometry. Both the BICC and English
Electric experiments were performed with transport currents in
strip "sandwiches ", in which edge effects are crucial. Both
groups have found that the mode of sample shaping influences the
results. (159,160)
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To ensure that such effects would not undermine our
experiments, pickup-coils were wound at various pOints along
the samples, but no edge penetration was detected, except when
the coils were at the extreme ends. The "as rolled" finish of
the surface was reasonably bright but some un~veness was
detected on the Talysurf machine and a low level of dissipation
was measured in applied fields less than Hclo There was some
scatter in the results at this lower end but their general
variation is indicated by the broken line in Pigure 4.22. It
is interesting to note that at Hm = 1000 Oe., Ws ~ 10-8 J-cm-2 as
this is the field value often mentioned with reference to
possible applications.
As Hm approached Hcl' the losses increased steeply as bulk pene-
tration occurred, then increased more gradually as Hm exceeded
about 2000 Oeo This levelling off coincided with a marked
change in the character of the pickup-coil voltage waveform,
as shown in figure 4023. Only the part of the waveform, which
corresponds to the field penetration near the peak applied
field, is displayed, together with a field dependent Signal.
Plate (a) is typical of the voltage peaks observed in the
cylindrical samples (c.f. figure 4.13) but when Hm = 2000 Oe.,
as in plate (b), a change in slope 1s detected when H~1950 Oe.
This is more exaggerated at Hm = 2280 Oe.(c) until at Hm =
2570 OeD (d) this peak is sinusoidal in nature. In additi0n
to the change in the form of this peak, another d~/dt maximum
appeared just in front of the one disoussed. It is just apparent
in plates (a) and (b) but in (c) and (d) it appears as a sharp
spike. In each case it appears at H"",,1400Oe., close to the
measured value of Hcl•
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Penetration voltage wavei"orms for tne
~aweckilHancox n~oblum strlp la) Hm - 1760
Oe.(0.5 mvZdLv) (b) 2000 Oe.(2) ~c) 22<30
Oe. (10) (d) 2570 Oe. (20).
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We suggest that the spiky peak corresponds to the
establishment of the equilibrium, internal flux distribution,
as H exceeds Hcl- Flux of opposite sign, trapped from the
previous half cycle, must first escape and then the applied field
will penetrate to establish the critical state in the material.
Both these flux movements are expected to be sudden and will
lead to a voltage pulse of the same sign~

The change in slope in the main peak we associate with
~omplete penetration of the strip. When this occurs, at Hm = Hp
(Hi in some papers(47,lOO)), it can be shown, on the basis of
the Bean model, that dr&/dt-<.. dH/dt = 21rfHm cos 211ft. The
waveshape in figure 4.23(d) has this form and the latter half
of the peak in (b) and (c) also suggest a sinusoidal variation.
On this basis we have estimated that Hp = 19950e. and, assuming
Jc to be independant of H, this leads to Jc = 2.3 x 105 A-cm-2•
It is interesting to note that the maximum in the magnetisation
curve also occurred at 2000 Oeo

Before attempting to apply the critical state calculations
to the strip, we compared the dissipation measurements with
hysteresis loops, plotted with the vibration magnetometer. The
applied field was swept slowly round a complete cycle, ~om -Hm
to Hm then back to -Hm, and the area enclosed in the resultant
hysteresis loop was measured with a planimeter. Results of two
such measurements are shown as points on figure 4.24, compared
with the a.c.loss measurements, shown as a solid line. The
errors involved in the magnetometer measurement~ were large,
espeCially at low levels of dissipation, but within the estimate

<.:»> of these errors, the results of the two experiments are in fair

)

agreement. The outcome of this lack of variation in the
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dissipation per cycle, with frequency, between 0.002 and 450 Hz,
is that the critical state ideas can be applied without fear of
time dependant and temperature effects.

We have seen7 in earlier sections, that the modified critical
state equations proposed by Easson and Hlawiczka(100) (equations
2011 and 2012) are sometimes adequate to predict the dissipation,
in fields close to Hc1, if (Hm - Hcl - AH/2) is substituted for
Hmio The success of the application of this theory depends on
the form of Jc(H) chosen. In the case of this strip sample
neither a constant Jc or Jc(H)~l/H fitted the resultso Equation
2012 was derived on the assumption that Jc =~;lH' and

Ws = 4022 x 10-9 (Hml)2 (10414 Hcl + 10026 Hm'}/Jc(H12J-cm
Substitution of Rcl = 1400 Oe~,~R values from figure 4021 and
ol= 102 x 107 Oe. A-cm-2 produced the solid line in figure 4.220
The value of was calculated from Hp, as determined in the
waveform measurements, also assuming Jc(R) =~/Hlo

As expected, in low fields, the agreement between theory
And experiment was poor, as surface losses affected the resultso
However, as soon as bulk penetration occurred, a good 'match was
obtained, until Hm exceeded 2000 Oe. Above this value Hm~Rp so
the theory was not applicableo

40402. Strips of varying thickness
The two important parameters of a strip conductor are its

critical current density Jc(H) and the penetration field Hp, which
depends on Jc(R) and the thickness d. As both d and Jc(R) are
influenced by rolling, we investigated the a.c. properties of a
series of niobium strips of varying thicknesso Four samples
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were measured, each one rolled from the previous thickness,
without any intermediate annealso They ranged from 2Q~ x 10-2 cm
to 20) X l.U-3cmand "Were all measured in the "as roLleu"
condition"

Magnetisation curves and the critical fields are given on
figure 4025 and the measured critical currents are plotted in
figure ~026o The magnetic data indicates that the successive
raIlings increased the value of K)as Hc2 "Was increased and Hcl
was decreasedo Microhardness tests made at the BICC research
laboratories (161), and included in figure 4025, sho"Wed that
the dislocation density "Was similarly increased by rollingo
Therefore the dislocation distribution must have been such that
it effectively reduced the electron mean free path and increased
K as a resulto Approximate values, calculated from Hc2 = ,-2KHc,
with Hc = 15~J Oeo, are included in the table on figure 40250
It 1s interesting to note that three of the magnetisation curves
are coincident in low fields, despite having different thick-
nesses and K-valueso However, the critical current densities,
illustrated in figure 4026, are roughly in inverse proportion
to the dimensions of the strip, and the cancelling of these
two factors results in similar curves for the different sampleso

Apart from reducing the mean free path, the new disloca-
tion networks introduced by rolling appear to have resulted in
an increase in the number of pinning centres. The critical
current density was increased by a factor 20 bet"Ween the 250~
and 25~m stripso It has been suggeste~(62,631 that both an
increase in the density of dislocation tangle and the dectease
of the scale of the cell structure of these networks, result
in greater pinningo Without electron-microscope studies on
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the strips, it is difficult to draw any detailed conclusionso
The broken lines on figure 4026 are of slope -1 and indicate

that Jc(R) =oL/H. Values of~taken from the curves are listed in
the table on figure 40250

Examples of the voltage waveforms produced during the
measurement of the dissipation are shown in figure 4.27(a) -
(h)o Once again, for the two thicker strips illustrated (a) -
(d), the waveshape is modified as the applied field exceeds a
certain value, which we have identified with Hpo This effect
was not detected in the thinnest strip (e) - (h) so we believe
either Hp<'~l or Hp >2,800 Oeo, the highest field used. The
sinusoidal form of the penetration peak in figure 4.27 (h) is
evidence of the former condition. From the value of Hp we have
calculated the critical current density of the strips, assuming
Jc = ~/R. The calculated and measured values ofcc:..canbe

t .

compared ,in figure 4.2,. The two results for the thicker strips
agree closely, but for the thinner samples a discrepancy is
apparent. The measured value ofOlfor the I mil strip is
bracketed by the two calculated figures, based on the two
assumptions regarding Hp.

Dissipation measurements, taken at 50 Hz, are point-plotted
in figure 4.28. Although the surface finish of the strips was
reasonably smooth,small losses were measured below Hcl' but
these are excluded from the diagram for clarity. With the three
thicker samples the losses increased steeply as Hm exceeded the
appropriate value of Hel but as Hm is increased above Hp the

•losses level off to a c:urve dictated by the strip thickness d
and Jc (H). The curve for the 1 mil strip is shallow at a'll field
values, in sympathy with our belief that Hp< Hclo

Equation 2.11 has been used to match the results, i.eo
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Ws = 4022 x 10-9 (Bm - RCl)2 (tHcl + Rm)/Jc(R) J - cm-2 with
Jc = oL /Ho The lines in figure 4028 were drawn with the
measured values ofo(and Rcl listed in figure 4G25. Agreement
between the predictions and the experimental points is extremely
good for Hm < Rp especially as) for simplicity, surface currents
were not allowed for. As expected, once Rm> Hp the measured
results are lower than the theoretical line. On the basis of
the simple Bean model of the critical state, it can be shown
that when Hm so-Hp, Ws = tRmJc d2 x 10-8 J-cm~2~ or, if Jc(R) =
0( /H, Ws:. toc::.d2x 10-8 J- cm-2o Therefore the dLssLpat Lon is
expected to increase linearly with the applied field, or
eventually to approach a saturation level. As Hm > Hp for all
the measurements, and the value ofo(is approximate, the match
for the 1 mil strip is not significanto

404030 Discussion of strip measurements.
We are satisfied that the chosen experimental configuration

has eliminated all errors due to spurious field and current
distributions at the edges of the sampleo Such factors
undoubtedly account for the variation between the results of
several groups)on similar materialo

It would appear that, if niobium is cold-rolled on a rolling
mill of performance similar to the Sendzmir mill, through which
our sample passed, the resultant strips are ideal for aGCO

applicationso A bright, smooth surface can be attained and, as
such, exhibits only a low level of a.c.losses in fields below Hcl•
In all the measurements we have made on rolled strips Ws has
never exceeded 10-8 J - cm-2 at H = 1000 Oe.m
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The pickup-coil voltage waveforms have been usefully
interpreted to yield values of Hp' and, subsequently, Jc or~
In addition, the pattern of flux distribution has been studied.
Despite the evidence of the waveforms, that the samples were
hardly ever diamagnetic below Rcl' the modified critical state
equations, which are based on such assumptions, were used with
some success. A detailed comparison of the theory with the
results on the Kawecki-Hancox sample have shown that Hm can often
be replaced by (Rm - AR/2),.

Thickness effects, in the series of rolled strips, have
manifested themselves as changes in K, ac(R) and the losses
above Hpo Measured values of~ in Jc(R)~ Q(./H have led to
predictions of the dissipation which have closely matched the
observed levelso It should be noted that such a good fit was
obtained only when the measured values of Rcl were substituted.
We emphasize that values extracted from ot~er papers, for this
structure-sensitive constant, may lead to unsatisfactory
results.

In conclusion, the modified critical state model is
extremely useful for matching experimental results, if certain
pOints are observed. Large surface currents must be allowed
for, the value of Rcl must be checked, the form of the critical
current density variation known and the limiting value of Rm
(i.eoRp) not exceeded.
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405. Surface currents in the mixed state
In section 20202. we discussed tne existence of currents

flowing in near-surface layers, when the bulk of the sample was
in the mixed state. The alternating field techniques we
developed were well suited to tne study of tnese curren ts and
we have described the variOUS approaches used in section 3.50

While describing the loss measurements some values of the
surface currents have been given and their effect accounted for
in the theoretical equations. In this section we intend to
collate these results and report further experiments designed
to investigate the nature of these currents.

The roughness of the surface of samples has been one of the
factors known to affect the surface currents. However, some
authors have found the currents increase on roughening, (76,88)
others that they decrease. (89,90) Our experiments on surface-
treated niobium samples have favoured the first school of thought.
In figure 4014a the values of .6.H(Oeo), the shielding effect of
the currents on field reversal, and the equivalent surface current
densitytc (A-em-I), were plotted for three grades of surface
fin1sho The mechanically polished sample carried by far the

-1 5greatest currents~~300 A-cm at Hm = 1 00 Oe., compared with
the as received sample,¥t~70'A-cm-l at 1500 Oe. A similar
increase in the surface currents, with polishing of the sample,
was detected in single-crystal samples (see figure 4.20).

Unfortunately the mechanically polished and etch-polished
surfaces were not measured on the same crystal. However, it
would appear that the former surface was capable of supporting
a larger current than the latter, although the finishes were
of comparable quality. This effect may have been due to the
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structural damage in the near-surface layers that we believe
to have been caused by the mechanical polisho The relative
values of ~~at 1500 Oe. for polycrystalline and single crystal
surfaces, 300 A-cm-l and 200 A-cm-1 respectively, support the
idea that the bulk properties of the sample are important. Even
more striking is the difference in the ~vVS.H relationship. The
empirica~ relation tG= ~ /Hm fits the results approximately.
For both the polished, heavily-worked, polycrystal1ine samples
m=2, for the single-crystal with the worked surface m=5G4 and
for the undamaged crystal m=1102o

This marked variation in the slope of the surface-current/
field curves, with the defect structure of the near-surface
layers, is similar to the way in which the critical current
density is affectedo In figure 4..29 we have plotted the measured
values of ,AH (rC) and JJc(H) for the etch-polished single crystal
and a mechanically polished polycrystalline sample, of niobium ..
There is a noticeable correlation between the two quantities for
a given sample and a marked change between samples. Little
significance can be attached to the relative values of the
currents but the variation with applied field is a genuine trend.
The results in figure 4029 were taken over a limited field range,
but the correlation between'f c and .Ic was observed in higher
fields, with the niobium strips. Measurements on the two extreme

.tnicknesses are shown in figure 4.300 Fo!;'both samples the two
properties, /).Hand Jc CH), vary in a like manner with the applied
field H~ Once again, little importance can be attached to the
absolute values, as the surface finishes were not exactly alike,
but the shape of the curves can be assumed to be typical of the
material propertieso
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The discovery, that the metallurgical state of the surface
drastically modified the surface currents, threw some doubt on
the real effect of the surface profile. However, measurements
of magnetic hysteresis, in mercury-thallium alloys, confirmed
our previous conjectures(162)o The alloys used were liquid at
room temperature and they were poured into glass moulds and
frozen in liquid nitrogen. By varying the internal surface finish
of the moulds different sample surfaces were prepared. the
magnetisation curves showed that the hysteresis was reduced by
roughening the surface with fine carborundum powdero As no
other property could have been possibly altered, other than the
number and size of the asperities on the sample surface, it was
concluded that the surface currents were radically decreased by
the roughness.

405.10 Discussion of surface currents.
campbell(?l) has recently considered the origin of the

mixed-state surface currents, in terms of the pinning of fluxoids
at surfaces. In effect, he expanded on the "image force" ideas
of Bean and Livingstone, in terms of the small change in vortex
density across the surface. He calculated that the contribution
of the currents to the hysteresis wasAM = 2r6otM (rev);lAat where
M(rev) was the equilibrium magnetisation and B the internal
flux density.. This is equivalent to a surface current density
Of:

tc = 20)M (rev)/'"2 (~) tA-cm -1

Equation 4.1 predicts lPce(M (rev) IBt and a similar
be obtained for Jc(R) r7l), based on the assumption

expression
can that
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bulk pinning is at precipitate/matrix boundaries. Thus in two
phase alloys a correlation between Jc andf c is expected, and
indeed has been observed. (163) Such interphase boundaries are
not expected to exist in niobium but it has been suggested(62)
that the dislocation cell walls might I'ulfill a similar
function. These ideas could be used to explain the similar varia-
tion Ofrc to that of Jc' on one given sample. However, it is
difficult to account for the marked change infc - H relationship
between samples. Of tne terms on the right-hand side of equation
4.1, only B is likely to vary with a change, in the metallurgical
variables, that does not radically alter K. B is the flux
density just inside the sample boundary and for a reversible
material can be determined from the ideal magnetisation curve.
However, it is difficult to say what value should be attached
to Bfor a hysteretic superconductor, and how it will vary with
Ho

One possible explanation of the observed behaviour is that
the currents were not true surface currents but flowed in a near-
surface critical state. To fit the observed waveforms these
woUld hava to be in an exceptionally thin, highly hysteretic,
"skin" and the experiments on an etch-polished single crystal

<;

suggest this is unlikely. We were unable to measure the depth
of the penetration of the currents but this can be done with

(82 91)a.c.susceptibility and harmonic analysis techniques. '
The Ifsurface barrier" model is sympathetic: with the

observed reduction in t c by roughness. Sharp -excerances will
I provide paints of easy entry for the flux although some pinning
is expected at the flatter portions of the surface.
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5.00 Conclusions
(a) Sensitive equipment has been built and developed, to make
accurate measurements of the power losses in superconductors,
in applied alternating fields. Down to a level of 10-cl J-cm-2,
the values of the losses obtained are believed to be free of
serious discrepancies, due to the method of measurement, end
effects, temperature variations or other factors. The ultimate
level of sensitivity was achieved at 10-9 J-cm-2• Results can
be taken speedily and the losses calculated in a straightforward
manner.

Variable temperature facilities have been assembled and
measurements can be made over a range of operating frequencies,
up to 1000 Hz. Cylindrical and strip geometry can be studied
with equal facility, the only preparation required being the
winding of the small pickup-coil.

The use of short cylinders for most of the experiments
enabled us to prepare various surface finishes and to control
the metallurgical variables throughout the sample. This
geometry was also easy to analyse mathematically.

Electrical techniques of the kind used here have many
advantages over other approaches. In particular, results are
obtained directly and the field penetration can be determined
at any point in the cycle or the losses measured over a long
period of time. Considerable care must be taken with the com-
pensation of stray voltages but these can be successfully
eliminated.
(b) Several vital, ancllliary apparata have also been assembled.
A vibration magnetometer, capable of plotting out a complete
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magnetisation loop automatically, and sensitive to 1 Gauss,
has been builto Both the critical current density and the
surface currents can be measured by apparatus based on the
loss-measuring equipment.
Cc) The low-field losses in niobium and lead have been ex-
plained on the baais of flux penetration at surface asperities.
The existence of local areas of intermediate state, in lead,
has been established and similar patches of mixed state, in
niobium, postulated. We have shown how the metallurgical state
of the surface layers also influences these losses and developed
a model of "surface saturation". Mechanical polishing to a 6-
micron finish is quite sufficient to greatly reduce the losses,
below the sensitivity of our equipment, until Hcl is exceeded.
(d) Experiments on hysteretic, high-K superconductors have
shown that the critical state model can be applied, with some
success, to match the experimental results. The use of the
generalised theory of Irie and Yamafuji, has led to qualitative
agreement with the results but a poor numerical fit. The
results on the Nb-Zr sample were matched in high fields, by the
simple Bean model, with Jc~llH. Attempts to apply Easson's
expressions, incorporating the effect of Hcl' and modified to
allow for the surface currents, gave a reasonable fit to
experiment.
(e) With niobium samples, the applied fields are usually less
than 2Hcl so the Bean ~odel and similar studies cannot be
utilised to explain the experimental results. Derivation of a
successful model, to allow for the region below Hcl, is
dependant on choice of field distribution in the bulk of the
superconductor. The expressions produced by Easson(lOO) assume

/
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that the effective applied field Hm' = (Hm - Hcl), and that no
flux crosses the sample surface for H <Hcl• We have found this
to be true only of the more reversible samples and even then,
flux escapes until H = O. As a result measurements on samples
of cold-worked polycrystalline niobium cannot be fitted to these
equations. Massive surface currents, on the polished samples,
further undermine the theory.

As Jc(H) was reduced, by heat-treatment, the assumptions
outlined above appear more valid and rough agreement with experi-
ment was obtained. When the experiments were extended to single
crystals the influence of a very thin damaged layer of material
near the sample surface was illustrated. More striking however
was the effect of the surface currents on the losses. The
shielding effect of these currents exceeded 400 Oe., near Hcl.
However, the theory was successfully modified by assuming that
Hm' = (Hm - Hel - AH/2).
(f) Dissipation measurements on a niobium strip)distributed for
comparison with other authors' results, demonstrated the influence
that edge effects can have in this type of experiment. Our
experiment was proved free of such complications. Small losses
were measured in the "as rolled" surface but in thiS, and
similar measurements, Ws ,,10-8 J...cm-2 at Hm = 1000 oe.

In this work the full depth of the strip was often penetrated
/ \and the PiCkuP-COil~bltage waveforms have been successfully

interpreted to Y~d values of Hp, the field of complete pene-
tration. As a series of strips were successively rolled, the
measured critical current density increased from sample to
sample. Over the values of Hm used, Jc(H) was found to be well
represented by~ and the measured values of ~ agreed well with
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those calculated from Hp' at least for the thicker strips.
Wi th the Kawecki/Hancox strip, for which Hp"> 2000 Oe., the

Easson equations could be a~plied over a reasonable range of Hme
With Hm I = (Hm - Hcl -6H/2), and values of Hcl and A.H substi-
tuted from our own experiments, remarkably good agreement was
observed between experiment and theory. In all the strip
measurements there was a noticeable separation between predictions
and results as Hm exceeded a field close to Hp.
(g) Surface currents have been found to be reduced by roughness
on the sample surface. This effect has been determined, free of
the influence of bulk properties. It is important to remember,
however, that while this is true in our field-induced measurements,
surface transport currents may not be similarly affected.

The correlation between the surface currents and the
critical current density has been examined on the basis of the
"surface barrier" ideas. While these ideas can explain results
on any given sample some uncertainty exists concerning the
overall variation ofAH, between samples of different bulk
hysteresis.

Significant surface currents have been observed on every
type II superconductor studied in the course of this work.
(h) Some general remarks can be made with regard to future
possible lines of investigation.

It is now apparent that, from the practical point of view,
dissipation can be reduced below acceptable levels in fields
below Hcl' if sufficient care is taken with the surface prepara-
tion. Although further research in this field is perhaps not
required, should it be deemed necessary, we suggest that the
use of the scanning electron microscope is a powerful tool.
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There is still a deal of uncertainty as to the flux
distribution in a sample when the applied field is reduced below
Hclo It is felt that careful magnetisation measurements and
waveshape studies would provide more useful information on this
region.

Surface currents in the mixed state are certainly in need
of further investigation, especially as to the basic nature of
the currents. When very large, as in some of our polished
niobium samples, they can have a profound effect on the a.c.
losses.
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Appendix A
Calculation of the critical current of a conductor

It is convenient to do this calculation in terms of the
critical current per unit surface area of the conductor jc.
Th~ results can then be applied in terms of the half dimension
d, where d is the radius of a cylindrical conductor or the
half thickness of a stripe
(a) Bean limi to Jc assumed independent of H

jc :::dJc

(b) Kim Li.m i.t , Assuming Jc(H) = eo(/(H + Ho)
where ......and Ho are constants for a given sample, in two damens tons,

dH/dx = 4~/lO); J (H)c
Therefore dH/dx = -A/(Ho + H(x» where A = 4-~/lO
giving HI! (Ho + HII/2)= Ad
where H" is the surface field at which j = jc

In the limit H »Ho this reduces to-Hit o«d

or jc x~d

Thus the critical value of the surface field)or current/unit
surface of a conductor is proportional to the square root of the

)
appropriate dimension.
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Appendix B

Publications by the author
Parts of this thesis are to be submitted for publication

in the near future and two papers will be read at the
conference on "The aocoproperties of superconductors" to be held
at the University of Warwick in August, 1968. A short
contribution has recently been published in phys.stat.solidi
(July 1968) c

Some half dozen reports were written on the a.c.properties
of niobium strips~ while the author was employed by BIeC. For
the rest of his published work, reference is made to references
107j l08~ 138~ 142 and 1510

No reprInts are submitted as the salient features of the
I

above papers are included in the text of the thesis.
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